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White Rum

10 Cane  Trinidad
Made from select first press cane juice, aged up to 6 months in oak, this premium white 
rum is double distilled for an uncommonly light and smooth flavor, produced by one of the 
great French distillers.

Angostura White Trinidad 
Aged three years for exceptional flavor, this rum adds richness to cocktails.

Appleton White Jamaica
Aged for up to two years and charcoal filtered, this medium bodied rum is preferred by 
many experts for mixing fine cocktails.

Atlantico Platino  Dominican Republic
This aged blend is filtered to a clear transparent color, featuring a significant viscosity with 
initial aromas of citrus and vanilla dominate and a palate of molasses, spice and creamy 
caramel with a notably warm and smooth finish.

Bacardi Havana Club Puerto Rico
a luxury white rum distilled five times and aged three years in oak barrels with medium 
viscosity and light aromas of cane and buttery molasses, the palate features sweet cane and 
light hints of minerals and oak, finishing long and slightly sweet

Bacardi Gran Reserva Maestro de Ron Puerto Rico
Bottled in Mexico, the special edition white rum features aromas of vanilla, floral notes, 
toasted nuts and dried fruit over oak are notable. The palate is clean with hints of sweet 
vanilla before a very smooth finish. Available in Duty Free venues.

Bacardi Superior Puerto Rico
an iconic standard of white rums aged at least one year in American white oak, featuring 
components of heavier and lighter spirits well blended, offers clean and crisp cane flavor, 
hints of vanilla, citrus and molasses with a warm finish

Banks Five Island  Various
From master blender Arnaud de Trabuc, a unique blend of more than twenty white spirits 
aged three to twenty years featuring light Trinidadian rum with complex Jamaican rum, 
earthy Guyanese rum, flavorful Barbados rum and obscure Indonesian Batavia arrack to 
create a dry white rum comprising many layers of flavor with bold vegetal and herbal notes, 
warm ginger and pepper leading to a dry finish.

Barbancourt Traditional White Haiti
distilled from pure cane juice with a light perfume and subtle spicing, it mixes well with cola 
and fruit juices

Barcélo Gran Platinum  Dominican Republic
a light bodied clean rum aged up to four years in oak, delivers a premium clean, smooth 
light cane flavor to cocktails

Bayou Silver Louisiana
From Louisiana Spirits in Lacassine, Louisiana, this delicious white rum offers aromas of salted 
caramel, rich butter, vanilla custard, maple praline candy and banana bread with a subtle 
hint of lavender and clover. The palate reveals clover honey, ripe banana with moderate 
balanced warmth leading to a hint of vegetal pepper balancing the sweetness. The smooth 
semi-sweet finish leaves touch of pepper on the tongue.

Blue Chair Bay White Barbados
A clear light rum offering a neutral nose with hints of white raisin and banana candy 
followed by mixed fruit and a hint of orange blossom water. On the palate, a hint of coconut 
up front followed by a fast warmth, not as sweet as the aroma suggests, with some subtle 
notes of fruit as the finish fades.

Botran Reserva Blanca Guatemala
Three years in toasted white oak barrels deliver notes of ripe banana, cigar box and white 
chocolate, followed by vanilla, white raisin and green apple. On the palate, a creamy smooth 
entry offers some warmth at the back of the palate, followed by banana and vanilla custard 
with echoes of toasted wood, remaining neutral into the long finish.
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White Rum

Brugal Especial Extra Dry Dominican Republic
A premium dry white rum, aged and filtered, with initial aromas of light cane and subtle 
hints of buttery oak leading to mild spice. The flavor is light cane -- not sweet, but well 
rounded and soft -- with a light body and very smooth finish that plays well in classic 
cocktails.

Caliché Puerto Rico
a top shelf solera-style white rum from Puerto Rico, Caliché offers an extremely smooth, crisp 
balance of vanilla and citrus flavor and a hint of oak, initial aromas of cane and vanilla lead 
to warm caramel, with a velvety texture that is followed by hints of caramel and vanilla, a 
citrus flavor lingers slightly providing a crisp note, then cleanly disappears with light tannins 
and oak flavor

Caña Brava Panama
A retro carta blanca style white rum reminiscent of old Havana. A very subtle and clean 
aroma leads to a suggestion of fresh cane, followed by notes of citrus and pepper. On the 
palate, a hint of fresh cane in the field with subtle gin-like qualities precedes a warm pepper 
note rising at mid-palate before receding quickly. At 86 proof with a dry finish, it’s made for 
classic cocktails.

Carta Vieja Silver Panama
Produced in Cichisa, Panama, near the town of Boqueron, this light white rum offers aromas 
of citrus -- mostly lemon peel -- followed by a little vanilla, bicycle tire and a pleasant 
mineral note before a hint of perfume and cigar box. On the palate, a peppery entry evolves 
into faint vanilla and licorice, mostly neutral in the mid-palate before finishing dry with hints 
of cocoa in the medium viscous mouthfeel.

Chairman’s Reserve Silver St. Lucia
A clear white rum from St. Lucia with bold aromas of banana and roasted almond. Sweet 
entry on the palate leads to ripe banana, cane and roasted almond with hints of warm 
butterscotch and a smooth finish.

Charbay Alambic Clear Rum California
a fine white rum, created by wine and spirit masters Miles and Marko Karakasevic at the 
Still On The Hill using slow and sure old-world methods in a rare copper alambic charentais 
pot still

Clarke’s Court Superior Light  Grenada
Aromas of caramel and whiskey, sweet and smoky, with hints of cane field, and a suggestion 
of banana. On the palate, a soft sweet ripe banana entry builds slowly to a big smoky oaky 
whiskey with a medium long dry woody finish.

Cruzan Estate Light US Virgin Islands
Aged at least 14 months in American oak and filtered expertly, this delicate light rum offers 
notes of light cane and subtle pepper with a hint of oak. On the palate, it offers a mostly 
neutral warm heat with some pepper and medium viscosity.

Cubaney 3 Plata Natural Dominican Republic
a white rum with plenty of aged rum flavor, adds warm caramel and spice to any cocktail

Debonaire 5 Panama
This fine aged white rum is filtered to remove color, offering subtle aromas of lemon butter 
cookie, cane grass, peppermint, marshmallow, a hint of custard and cola. On the palate, a 
medium viscosity offers a subtle taste of white fruit with a slow building warmth, balanced 
by an dry peppery finish. The perfect balance follows though to the smooth finish.

Denizen  Trinidad
a truly unique white rum, Denizen is a blend from masters in Amsterdam, featuring 
components of aged and fresh rum from Trinidad with a touch of Jamaican pot stilled rum, 
presenting a rich and robust earthiness in a medium-light body with aromas of buttery 
molasses and sweet vegetal notes, the taste begins light and slightly sweet, developing more 
complex elements of nuttiness, spice and wood with a relatively long smooth warm finish

Diplomatico Blanco  Venezuela
an outstanding white rum, blended from aged stocks rested up to four years in oak, 
presenting a warm, full-bodied flavor and long super-smooth finish for ultra-premium cocktails

DonQ Cristal Puerto Rico
a premium white rum aged one to three years with superior filtering to produce a clear, 
light, smooth spirit

Dzama Cuvée Blanche Prestige  Madagascar
clear white rum opens with aromas of lemon butter cookie and bright cane, featuring bold 
citrus flavors, a hint of bitter that balances the sweetness and a subtle sweet long finish that 
hangs on to the lemon notes

Dzama Blanc Nosy-Be Prestige  Madagascar
starting with a subtle bouquet of sweet vanilla, citrus oils and pepper, this 84 proof white 
spirit offers a warm palate of tropical fruity tones and sweet vanilla balanced with a citrus 
note and a medium long finish

Elements 8 Platinum Rum St. Lucia
a celebrated white rum with clean subtle flavor, aged 4 years in used bourbon barrels

Facundo Neo Puerto Rico
A masterpiece of artful aging and blending, offering a blend of light and medium bodied 
rums aged up to seven years with a smoothness and richness that is rare in a white rum. 
Initial aromas of butter, river rock and grassy cane are followed by black pepper, shortbread, 
vanilla, bourbon barrel, citrus peel and just a hint of sea salt. On the palate, a rich mouth 
feel of butter and cream opens with a warm hint of licorice, then vanilla, citrus and subtle 
barrel notes. The finish is long, warm and medium-dry.
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Fwaygo White Florida
Aromas of fresh cane and a touch of fennel lead to a natural sweetness over a bit of white 
pepper, then a white wine note and fresh bread dough, subtle sulfur and faint green vegetal 
notes. On the palate, solid cane flavor, a butter note that is begging to be developed, with 
an aromatic (eucalyptus or cedar) note before late white pepper as the aromatic effect slowly 
fades in the finish.

Flor de Caña 4 Extra Dry Nicaragua
a unique dry white rum aged 4 years and filtered to produce a dry, light bodied rum with 
character that makes fine cocktails

Guajiro Blanco  Canary Islands
A clear white rum offering lightly accented aromas of fresh cut cane. A light creamy taste 
plays neutral before developing a faint vegetal grass note and big pepper mid-palate.

Gubba Silver Colorado
A fine white rum base, almost neutral with a hint of mineral appears before toasted coconut 
is revealed. On the palate, soft fresh coconut water offers a light sweetness. The surprising 
viscosity serves to hold the finish longer as the coconut notes fade with some heat.

Havana Club by Bacardi Puerto Rico
Bacardi presents this smooth, interesting clear spirit as the heir to the throne of greatness 
inspired by the world-famous Cuban brand established by Josè Arechabala in 1878

Ron Izapa Platinum Mexico
At 38% ABV (76 proof) this clear rum leads with aromas of sweet cane, vanilla and 
shortbread, leading to hints of buttery croissant with herbal vegetal notes before hot pepper 
over a spicy clove anise blend. On the palate, it’s warm and creamy vanilla well balanced by 
bitter pepper into a dry finish.

Koloa White Hawaii
smooth with light overtones of rum essence leaving a clean taste on the palate

Matusalem Platino  Dominican Republic
a blend of triple-distilled hand-crafted rums filtered and refined for a crisp taste with 
delicate citrus and tropical flavors

Maui Platinum Hawaii
authentic Hawaiian rum from Braddah Kimo in Maui, made from local molasses for a smooth 
mixing rum

Miami Club Platino Florida
a clear white rum from Florida molasses and light brown sugar, based on an old Puerto 
Rican recipe, features buttery aromas of big pepper laced with lemon cookie, minerals and 
cane, a crisp clean warm buttery palate accented by tones of white pepper, citrus and cane 
and a very smooth clean finish

Montanya Platino Light  Colorado
a light, crisp rum aged to maturity in American Oak, coconut-husk charcoal filtered and 
blended with San Juan mountain spring water

Montecristo Premium Blend Guatemala
a blend of one and three year old rums made from hand-harvested pure sugar cane juice 
with smooth, creamy vanilla overtones

Mount Gay Silver  Barbados
aged two years in whiskey and bourbon barrels, this clear spirit carries much of the unique 
flavor of the popular Eclipse brand, making fine cocktails

Nine Leaves Clear Japan
A fascinating cane spirit from Japan at 50%, this rum leads with aromas of cane wine, 
then hints of champagne and fermented pineapple, then a hint of vanilla. On the palate we 
experience straight ahead delicate cane with a hint of sweetness, smooth building of heat, 
fading to an aftertaste of champagne and a hint of over-ripe pineapple, remaining very true 
to the cane.

Myers’s Platinum White Jamaica
a flavorful white rum in the tradition of full-bodied rums from Jamaica, mixes well with coke 
and fruit juices

Ocumare Platino  Venezuela
This award-winning white rum gained attention from the judges for it’s super-clean profile 
with a hint of coconut and salted butter over a suggestion of cedar. On the palate, a mild 
sweet coconut entry quickly dries into peppery grass, followed by a very light suggestion of 
honey at the finish.

Old Ipswich White Cap  Massachusetts
Made from table grade molasses using a unique yeast strain, this light white rum reveals 
aromas of sweet vanilla, cane funk, rubber biscuit, black sharpie marker and a suggestion 
of sandalwood with a hint of pine or juniper. The palate offers a sweet buttery opening, a 
subtle piquant mid-palate, them warmth, finishing with dry fennel.

Owney’s Original New York City Rum New York
Named for prohibition rum runner Owen(y) Madden, this craft white rum made by Bridget 
Firtle at Noble Experiment in Brooklyn, remains true to the cane with vegetal aromas of 
grass and a light touch of lemon-pepper. The palate begins with lemongrass, leading to a 
slightly bitter bright white pepper that balances the natural sweetness before a bit of mid-
palate heat. Persistent warmth and pepper on the clean finish. Respectfully wild but not hot. 
Makes a fine dry daiquiri.

Oronoco Brazil/Venezuela
a very fine premium rum from Brazil (not to be confused with cachaça) blended with aged 
rums from Venezuela offering a surprisingly mature taste, big vanilla and a smooth finish
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Papa’s Pilar Solera 3 Blonde  Caribbean/Florida
Not quite clear, this lightly straw colored “blonde” suggests aromas of smoky wood, French 
toast with custard and baking spice, a touch of burnt sugar, followed by notes of fresh cane 
tempered by anise. Dominant flavors are big birthday cake with butter creme vanilla frosting 
that warms up in the mid-palate just as bright orange citrus appears before fading long and 
dry with a warm, well balanced finish.

Pito Rico Elite Puerto Rico
Reminiscent of traditional Puerto Rican cañita this clear spirit offers rich aromas of sweet 
cane grass with bread dough and a hint of minerals, lemon grass and pungent cheese. On 
the palate a big warm creamy and buttery entry leads to anise before bright pepper and 
sweet grass. Late in the finish a note of acerbic sour cherry and citrus.

Plantation 3 Star White  Caribbean/France
This award-winning rum blends spirits of Jamaica, Trinidad and Barbados to deliver a superior 
white rum experience. On the nose, big buttery creamy notes and a funky base lead to green 
apple, cut cane, fresh bread. On the palate, sweet cream and butter are accented with vanilla, 
buttermilk or clotted cream, then a hint of citrus rind and pepper towards the end of a long 
dry finish.

Prichards’ Crystal  Tennessee
distilled five times, this crisp, clean rum can be enjoyed chilled, straight up or on the rocks, 
in addition to serving as the base of many fine cocktails

Real McCoy 3  Barbados
A blend of aged pot and column still rums, filtered to a clear state offers great balance 
and clean aromas of buttered toast, oak and subtle cane. The dry initial palate remains well 
balanced as some butter caramel and wood are revealed over cane and river rock before 
subtle coconut husk and toasted nut. The warm tones continue into a long dry finish.

Roaring Dan’s Maple Flavored Rum  Michigan
Using fermented molasses, with an addition of maple syrup before the second fermentation, 
the rum develops a very subtle nose, slightly mineral, vaguely yeasty, with hints of pepper. A 
warm sake-like entry followed by a light menthol effect warms up, then quickly cools down 
the palate for a dry finish. No maple is detected in the flavor profile.

Rubi Rey Puerto Rico
a smooth, fine white rum aged two to three years in oak barrels, then blended and finished 
in a single oak barrel at 86 proof

Santa Teresa Claro Venezuela
a light straw color distinguishes this white rum aged up to three years in bourbon and 
whiskey barrels with hints of honey and spice

Seco Herrerano Panama
the national alcoholic beverage of Panama, this inexpensive clear white spirit is triple distilled 
from sugarcane at seventy proof, designed to be mixed with almost anything, it presents 
aromas of sweet cane, citrus notes and vanilla, with a palate of subtle sweetness, pepper and 
citrus

Selvarey White Panama
A blend from Don Pancho presents a medium viscosity, suggesting it’s been well aged, up to 
five years, then filtered to remove most of the color. The nose reveals subtle hints of vanilla, 
white chocolate and mineral water with soft sweetness of orange blossom, buttered toast 
and a touch of fresh cane. The palate finds a delicate balance of grassy cane, vanilla and 
spices, with a hint of burnt sugar leading to a dry finish with late pepper notes. This is an 
exceptionally well balanced white rum for fine cocktails that plays equally well as a sipper.

Sergeant Classick Silver  California
From a small distillery in Mountain View, this unaged rum made in a pot still from pure 
Hawaiian molasses presents a light and delicate flavor.

Shellback Silver Barbados
Clean white rum with big robust aromas of creamy vanilla and sweet cherries, with a hint 
of coconut macaroon. On the palate, a sweet vanilla note pops quickly and just as abruptly 
gives way to a warm flavor not unlike a fruit dollop on a shortbread cookie. The warm 
flavor lingers through to the finish, leaving a rather viscous mouthfeel.

Siesta Key White  Florida
This light bodied rum opens with a delicately mild floral nose suggesting sweet vanilla, 
butterscotch and grassy cane. Developing light and slightly sweet caramel tones on the palate 
with a touch of anise and warm baked shortbread cookie before a hint of pepper and spice. 
It finishes warm with lingering pepper; quite smooth with just a touch of sweetness.

Skotlander Handcrafted I  Denmark
A light, clear bright cane spirit leads with aromas of grassy butterscotch, a note of white 
wine over fresh bread dough yeast with some pineapple. On the palate a very light, smooth 
thin white grape, finishes lightly astringent with plenty of cane flavor, just wild enough to be 
respectable but not hot. The finish is warm and lingering.

Tanduay Silver  Philippines
This fine clear rum presents aromas of cane and subtle peppermint, a creamy butter note, 
a neutral mineral quality leading to a very subtle whiff of coconut husk. On the palate, a 
honeyed coconut opening leads to buttery wood, with a nice long warm, dry peppery finish.

Tiki Lovers White  Germany
A fun white rum with initial aromas of flowers, sweet cane grass, pot still funk and vanilla, 
subtle suggestions of cane flower and fresh cedar. On the palate, we find bright qualities of 
a fresh rum balanced by the complexities of a mellowed older rum, vegetal notes and citrus 
peel with a medium dry hint of fennel in the warm finish.
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Tommy Bahama White Sands  Barbados
a very fine white rum produced by a master distiller in Barbados, presents light cane aromas 
and mild spice with flavors of cane, molasses and buttery oak

TØZ White Gold  St. Lucia
A blend of pot and column still rums delivers light and clean aromas of soft cane leading to 
delicate creamy cane and honey flavors and a very smooth finish.

Vizcaya Cristal  Dominican Republic
White rum distilled from cane juice is quite clear, with a medium viscosity, initial aromas of 
vanilla, sherry and walnut, tastes slightly sweet with subtle notes of the same, plus a hint of 
marshmallow, with surprisingly smooth and slightly warm finish.

Whistling Andy  Montana
Made in Montana with blackstrap molasses and unrefined cane sugar, this clear spirit presents 
aromas of big cane vegetal notes, while the palate features warm ripe banana, star anise, 
cane grass and a hint of coconut with a creamy mouth feel.

Wicked Dolphin Silver  Florida
An artisanal white rum from Cape Coral offers a subtle mead-like entry on the nose, with 
big vegetal cane, hinting at citrus and pepper. A creamy texture opens with bright cane and 
subtle hints of honey before the warm finish fades.

Yolo Silver Panama
A clean, light neutral rum offers initial aromas of mineral water with white pepper, then a 
hint of lemon peel followed by subtle vanilla, butter cookie and a touch of rubber. On the 
palate, there is little expected sweetness, suggesting perfect balance, before a warm black 
pepper note builds to subtle lemon peel, drying out in the finish with a hint of citrus, while 
remaining mostly neutral.

1 Barrel  Belize
bright golden color and distinct aroma of sweet butterscotch with a hint of maple syrup, 
mellows out on the rocks or with a splash of water

Abuelo Añejo  Panama
a delightful blend of quality rums aged for three years in charred oak barrels for rich, dry, 
oak flavor

Appleton Special Jamaica
a blend of full-flavored traditional pot-still rums with lighter character column still rums 
ideal for creating cocktails with a rich rum flavor

Atlantico Reserva  Dominican Republic
this solera style Reserva is slightly dry with aromas of light oak and tropical fruits, the 
palate finds a familiar baked spice bouquet and earthy richness that leads to a warm and 
smooth finish

Bacardi Gold  Puerto Rico
well balanced and blended amber colored light rum with hints of vanilla, walnuts, spices and 
tropical fruit with a lingering suggestion of wood

Bacardi Añejo  Puerto Rico
medium dark, light bodied rum aged three years presents caramel, wood, spices and dried 
fruits

Barbancourt Three Star Haiti
distilled from pure cane juice and aged in oak four years, it presents a light perfume of 
cane funk and subtle spices with a warm finish

Barcelo Dorado  Dominican Republic
aged at least 18 months, Dorado mixes well in cocktails with a signature earthy, rich flavor

Barcelo Añejo   Dominican Republic
blended from a select group of premium rums aged naturally for up to four years in 
American oak barrels, its smooth golden tones and soft aroma can be enjoyed straight or 
wisely mixed

Bermudez Ron Dorado Dominican Republic
a light rum with golden color distilled to only 75 proof from a family of notable distillers

Bohemio 3 Panama
a light amber color with medium viscosity, this full-flavored Panamanian offers subtle aromas 
of toffee and baking spices, coffee and butter cookie, featuring a warm palate of caramel, 
spices and hints of dried fruit with a subtle sweetness in the finish

Botran Añejo Guatemala
a fine blend of rums produced with sugar cane honey, aged in American oak for up to six 
years for a very smooth finish which can be enjoyed on the rocks or used to create fine 
cocktails

Brugal Añejo Dominican Republic
a family of rum makers from Dominican Republic creates this fine rum from select sugar 
cane stock, distilling it using tried and true methods to produce a fine rum that can be 
enjoyed in premium cocktails or on the rocks

Cacique Añejo Superior Venezuela
a blend of seven rums aged two to five years makes this the most popular rum in Venezuela 
and Spain

Captain Morgan Jamaica Rum Jamaica
not a spiced rum, this original product of Jamaica is produced by Wray & Nephew with a 
bold blend of pot still rums and lighter column still rums to produce a rich, full bodied dry 
gold rum with aromas of charred oak, vanilla and earthiness while the palate suggests warm 
vanilla, molasses, anise and sherry
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Caldas 3 Colombia
Opens with aromas of banana, caramel and maple syrup, followed by white raisin, Madeira 
wine, toasted banana bread and cashew. A sweet initial entry on the palate suggests ripe 
banana on honey, leading to plenty of warmth in the mid palate with a woody vanilla, then 
a dry bitter note like anise that balances the initial sweetness in the warm finish.

Carta Vieja Añejo  Panama
aged four to five years with medium light amber color, this gold rum leads with aromas 
of rubber, anise and dark molasses, featuring a relatively dry palate of earthy oak, rubber, 
roasted almond and vanilla

Cartavio 5 Aniversario  Peru
a blend of pot still and continuous still fermented molasses, this amber spirit delivers rich, 
toasted oak and caramel with mild spices and warm finish for a great value

Cartavio Gran Black Peru
both accessible and well balanced, this blend of three to six year old rums presents delicate 
tones of dried fruits, baking spices and earthy wood

Castaway Michigan
a small batch American rum that offers aromas of bicycle tire, nail polish remover, toffee/
butter pecan and yellow cake with tropical fruit and spice. The palate offers an initial burst 
of mulch, butterscotch, marzipan and baking spices, followed by a medium dry finish.

Clarke’s Court Special Dark Grenada
Aromas of caramel and whiskey, sweet and smoky, with hints of cane field, and a suggestion 
of banana. On the palate, a soft sweet ripe banana entry builds slowly to a big smoky oaky 
whiskey with a medium long dry woody finish.

Cockspur 5 Star  Barbados
a fine rum from Barbados aged in American Oak barrels which is slightly spicy on the palate 
with a smooth warm finish, which can be enjoyed mixed or on the rocks

Cockspur Old Gold Barbados
a silky, sweet and smooth dark amber rum presents vanilla, cream and honey over a rich 
molasses base leading to a warm mellow finish

Cruzan Estate 5 Dark US Virgin Islands
Aged in American oak, this golden rum presents creamy vanilla with toasted oak bourbon 
barrel followed by pistachio. On the palate a warm mouth feel leads to pepper and wood 
before a medium long finish.

Diplomatico Añejo  Venezuela
a fine mixing rum aged up to four years, delivers rich aromas and vivid flavors of Venezuelan 
cane for premium mixed drinks

Doorly’s 5 Barbados
A moderately priced blend of authentic Barbados aged rums offering rich notes of dried fruit, 
toasted wood and baking spices, created by master distillers at Foursquare.

DonQ Gold  Puerto Rico
a transparent amber rum, aged from three to five years for a smooth, light flavor ideally 
suited for mixing in cocktails

El Dorado 5 Guyana
a surprisingly sophisticated rum aged five years, with great rum flavor for mixing in cocktails

Flor de Caña 4 Gold  Nicaragua
a light-bodied blend of rums aged four years with hints of oak and medium dry mid-palate 
of baking spices and toffee

Flor de Caña 5 Añejo Clasico Nicaragua
The classic black label five year old leads with aromas of smoky oak, butter and caramel, 
whiskey and hints of fresh cane. A soft entry leads to oak and whiskey with a hint of citrus, 
developing a nice warmth in the mid-palate, drying into a dry black pepper finish.

Gosling’s Gold Bermuda
a unique golden rum, with hints of vanilla, mango, apricot and lightly smoked oak for a 
decidedly tropical flavor in mixed drinks

Guajiro Dorado  Canary Islands
From the Canary Islands, this golden color rum offers aromas of fresh cane, citrus and vanilla 
notes. A silky sweet entry on the palate leads to vanilla, pale green apple, bell pepper, fresh 
cane, with increasing mid palate warmth, then a finish with echoes of vanilla.

Guavaberry Shark Dark Sint Maarten
A gentle sweetness dominates the nose of this young dark rum with hints of green grapes 
and bourbon, featuring a semi-dry palate of rum raisin and citrus before vanilla and spice 
with a short finish.

Gubba Gold Colorado
This light gold rum begins with subtle aromas of creamy vanilla, a light pepper accent and 
butter cookie. On the palate a mild caramel appears before a soft creamy vanilla wafer 
begins to dominate the mouth, fading into warm echoes of sweet shortbread.

Hampden Estate Gold  Jamaica
From Hampden Estate in Trelawny, a truly authentic high ester spirit made by traditional 
methods offers aromas of dark dry fruit, over-ripe banana and a rich funkiness. The palate 
leads with a warm earthy baking spice entry, followed by a scotch-like oak note and rich 
dried fruit. This robust rum finishes long, warm and dry.

Koloa Gold  Hawaii
Rich, slightly sweet notes of cane and caramel, accented with toasted wood and gently 
warming to the palate.

Mahiki Gold  Barbados
a medium dark amber rum with sweet aromas of cane and wood presents a medium dry 
bouquet of dried fruit and spices with a warm finish

Matusalem Clasico  Dominican Republic
a blend of select rums aged in new world oak, married in a 10-year solera system for a rich 
flavor and smooth finish

Maui Gold Hawaii
authentic Hawaiian rum and successor to Braddah Kimo’s Mo’ Bettah Gold Rum, is a smooth 
sipping rum, more refined than the original

Medellin Añejo 3 Colombia
A light gold rum opens with faint aromas of caramel, banana and brown sugar, accented with 
a touch of fruitcake on lightly toasted oak. On the palate, the initial notes of soft vanilla, 
banana and burnt brûlée rise above a hint of rubber into a very dry finish, offering an echo 
of butter in the fade.

Montanya Oro  Colorado
a golden straw colored, full bodied, sipping rum aged to maturity in American Oak and 
blended with San Juan mountain spring water

Mount Gay Eclipse  Barbados
a standard in the rum world, one of the best known and most popular gold rums, described 
as the pride of Barbados

New Holland Freshwater Superior Single Barrel Michigan
aged 18 months in used whiskey and bourbon barrels and bottled at 105 proof, this artisan 
rum from the Great Lakes brings big robust cane aromas balanced by a touch of honey, 
a hearty palate of brown sugar, charred oak and spices, honey and allspice leads to a big 
warm long lasting finish

Pyrat Pistol Anguilla
The pistol is a thin, half-size bottle, sold in a group of three units, featuring the classic 
flavors of the Pyrat line with sweet, citrus tones and warm finish, making an excellent mixer 
or served on the rocks. Not currently available.
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Ragged Mountain  Massachusetts
a traditional pot still rum, hand crafted in small batches and aged at high proof in oak 
barrels for full flavored, earthy tones and dry finish

Royal Jamaican Gold Jamaica
an authentic Jamaican small batch pot still rum aged in oak barrels and bottled by hand 
with the medium amber color, audacious aromas of buttery molasses, dried apricot and oaky 
cane, with a palate of butter, dried fruit, deep roasted coffee and pepper with a medium 
long semi-sweet finish

Santa Teresa Añejo Gran Reserva  Venezuela
a blend of light golden rums aged two to five years in oak barrels with a smooth character 
for mixing or on the rocks

Sergeant Classick Gold California
from a small distillery in Mountain View, this unaged rum made in a pot still from pure 
Hawaiian molasses presents a surprisingly woody flavor profile with hints of vanilla and 
caramel

Siesta Key Gold  Florida
Hand-crafted in small batches in Sarasota at an artisan distillery using local sugar cane, 
triple-filtered water, and distillation in a hybrid copper pot still. Aged in new, charred 
American oak barrels, this spirit presents aromas of vanilla and caramel notes and a similar 
palate of dried fruit, vanilla, caramel and light baking spices with a medium long finish.

Smith & Cross Jamaica
A rich and pungent blend of pot still spirits, this overproof rum is an homage to the old 
style Jamaican spirits of yesteryear with equal parts Wedderburn and Plummer, the former 
aged for less than a year, and the latter split between 18 months and 3 years in white oak.

St. Vincent Captain Bligh Golden St. Vincent
a fine gold rum rested in used bourbon barrels for two years with a rich buttery flavor, not 
too sweet, with a warm finish

Tanduay Gold  Philippines
This award-winning gold rum offers mild scents of brandy, cherry, almond, brown sugar 
and green apple with a hint of toasty oak. On the Palate we find white grape and cherry, 
coconut husk, lightly toasted wood, rose water and a balanced note of cocoa nibs. The 
medium long finish leaves oak, pepper and dry dark cherry at the back of the palate.

Tommy Bahama Golden Sun  Barbados
this fine Bajan rum of golden color presents aromas of roasted nuts, maple and vanilla with 
flavors of molasses, toasted oak and spices before a long warm finish

TØZ Gold St. Lucia
light amber color with initial aromas of molasses, river rock and honey, leading to flavors of 
warm caramel, honey and brown spices with a medium dry warm finish

Veroes Oro  Venezuela
A golden Venezuelan expression offers complex aromas of bicycle tire, vanilla cola and baking 
spices. On the palate, suggestions of fresh buttery croissant, oak notes and dried fruit fade to 
subtle floral notes on the finish.

Wild Geese Golden  Caribbean
A blend of fine Caribbean rums aged up to five years, this spirit was created for cocktails. 
Initial aromas of butter and vegetal pepper are accented by maple and sandalwood. On the 
palate a neutral entry leads to butterscotch and white raisin, with tropical fruit trailing into 
a pleasant warmth suggesting apricot, light vanilla and cocoa.

Worthy Park Gold Jamaica
traditional 100% pot still rum aged at least four years in American oak at a legacy 
Jamaican distillery with aromas of rubber, oaky bourbon and vanilla pepper with a hint of 
papaya, featuring a bold palate of earthy and spicy dried fruit, big pepper, vanilla and warm 
baking spices, ending in a warm, medium long finish

Bacardi Select  Puerto Rico
dark, rich and flavorful blend of rums up to four years old makes a great floater or 
component for full-flavored cocktails

Bacardi 1873 Solera  Mexico
a deep mahogany colored, light bodied, single barrel sipping rum with rich molasses flavor 
makes excellent cocktails calling for full flavored rum

Coruba Dark  Jamaica
a traditional planter’s style spirit, distilled in small batches in copper pot stills for a full-
flavored dark rum

Cruzan Black Strap US Virgin Islands
perhaps the richest, most viscous and flavorful of the dark rums made in the tradition of the 
English Navy, this rum stands alone with a unique molasses forward profile

Gosling’s Black Seal  Bermuda
one of the world’s great dark rums, with distinctive hints of exotic tropical flavors and rich 
molasses; originally created by James Gosling in 1806, it’s the key ingredient in the Dark & 
Stormy cocktail made with Bermudan ginger beer

Lamb’s Genuine Navy Caribbean
a legacy Navy style spirit from 1849 that was made from 18 rums of the Caribbean and 
stored at least four years in cellars beneath the River Thames in London, this venerable 
spirit delivers full-bodied rich aromas of molasses, burnt sugar, butter, old charred wood and 
balsamic notes, featuring a palate of over-ripe banana, molasses, dark brown sugar, dark 
chocolate and charred wood, with a sweet and smooth finish
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Lost Spirits Navy Style Rum  California
This dark and robust 136 proof British Navy style expression with deep mahogany color 
offers aromas of dark ripe fruit with port and chocolate notes up front, followed by burnt 
marshmallow, over-ripe banana and raspberry, a sweet earthiness over treacle, baking spice 
and fresh oak. On the palate, this strapping spirit expands boldly with robust complexity 
while remaining amazing smooth, offering a very long luxurious experience reminiscent of a 
traditional Jamaican or Guyanese produced British Navy rum. A small sip delivers big mouth 
feel, offering dark candied fruit, crème brûlée and a balsamic note before a big change on 
the mid-palate brings tobacco and dry cedar cigar box over fresh oak and vanilla with a 
suggestion of Bananas Foster dessert before fading very slowly to a rich, warm finish with 
echoes of toasted almonds.

Koloa Dark  Hawaii
a deep mahogany color with a delightful bouquet of vanilla, crème brûlée, cola and spice 
with initial taste of rich caramel, warm molasses and honey leading to bright vanilla and 
toffee flavors with smooth finish

Maui Dark Hawaii
authentic Hawaiian rum made by Braddah Kimo for outstanding Mai Tai and other cocktails 
that deserve a rich, dark, full-bodied rum

Myers’s Jamaica
the classic Jamaican planter’s punch rum found in every bar provides rich, full-bodied flavor 
to tropical drinks

Pusser’s British Navy British Virgin Isles
made in old-world wooden stills, a blend of six rums from British territories in the West 
Indies delivers rich, authentic Navy Rum flavor, a characteristic of the Guyanese and 
Trinidadian components

Pusser’s British Navy 15 British Virgin Isles
aged a full 15 years in Bourbon barrels, this luxury Navy Style blend contains a satisfying 
bouquet of earthy, rich molasses and baking spices, buttery notes of oak and Bourbon with 
more maturity, smoother finish and a more complex structure

Santa Teresa Selecto  Venezuela
a full-bodied rum aged up to ten years in used whiskey and Bourbon barrels with a medium 
mahogany color, exuding bold aromas of vanilla and buttery shortbread cookie, dark brown 
sugar and toffee, with a rich palate of vanilla wafer, toasted wood and almond, finishes sweet 
with a medium long lingering warmth

Skipper Demerara Guyana
A classic dark Navy Rum made in wooden pot stills in Guyana, aged in old Bourbon casks 
and bottled in Scotland, this rich, black 100 proof rum brings the full flavor of the Demerara 
region to cocktails and punches. Initial aromas of treacle and molasses are followed by ash, 
rubber, cherry, almond and spice with a suggestion of chocolate coffee. On the palate, big 
molasses leads, with dark roasted tea, dark brown burnt sugar, treacle, old wood with a 
rancio note fading into overripe banana through the warm finish.

Tiki Lover’s Dark Germany
A superbly rich and dark high proof spirit hearkens to Guyanese and Jamaican rums of 
yesteryear, essential ingredients in classic tiki cocktail recipes. Initial aromas of funky wooden 
pot still with burnt sugar and molasses notes over dark overripe banana and other dried 
fruit, then a fleeting note of fig with no alcohol burn. The palate reveals a big earthy 
mouthfeel, treacle and dark brown sugar, warm bitter chocolate, roast coffee, dark wet wood 
and dried fig before a semi-dry warm finish.

Whaler’s Dark Kentucky
said to be made in the Hawaiian tradition, this rich, dark rum adds a distinctive flavor to 
any drink

Wood’s 100 Old Navy Guyana
a higher proof, dark and rich Demerara pot still rum from Diamond Distillery features 
aromas of dark treacle, butter and gentle spices with a sweet finish

Abuelo Centuria Reserva de la Familia  Panama
Best in class product offering luxurious color, aromas and flavor, aged in white oak solera 
system, a blend of their finest rums including 30 year old stock, offers a very long, oaky 
finish.

Abuelo 12 Años Gran Reserva  Panama
Well aged, and extremely well blended, the Abuela 12 presents bold oak and vanilla notes, 
dry spiciness and rich caramel tones with a long-lasting, warm mellow finish

Abuelo 7 Años Reserva Superior  Panama
a delightful blend of quality rums ages for 7 years in oak barrels presents rich whiskey 
notes and caramel and a warm finish

Admiral Rodney Extra Old St. Lucia
aged in Bourbon barrels, this soft, medium bodied spirit shows caramel, sweet dried fruit and 
brown spices, with a very smooth medium-dry finish

AfroHead Aged Trinidad and Barbados
Said to be a seven year old blend, the aged rum with a reddish tint opens with aromas 
of caramel and light brown sugar, followed by butter -- without smelling sweet -- leading 
to cane and charred bourbon barrel over a subtle hint of citrus oil and tropical fruit. On 
the palate, this well blended rum brings warm sweet fruit with the suggestion of charred 
bourbon barrel developing a nice mouthfeel before fading into a shortbread cookie in the 
warm finish.

AfroHead XO 15 Trinidad and Barbados
A rich rum blend offers initial aromas of caramel and brown sugar over big oak and rich 
fruitcake, offering hints of citrus peel, white raisin, dark cherry, and prune. On the palate a 
sense of initial sweetness drops off quickly into dry dark fruit note and a touch of sherry 
before dark cherry and prune, with lots of old wood lingering into the very long dry finish.
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Angostura 1824 Trinidad
hand casked, hand drawn and hand bottled (each bottle with a unique number) capped 
in red wax, this fine spirit is a blend of rums at least twelve years old, re-barreled until 
matured to perfection, featuring a robust, slightly sweet, spicy, woody flavor with a medium 
long finish

Angostura 1919 Trinidad
soldiers from Trinidad in WWI were sent “care packages” of this 8 year old rum to lift their 
spirits, earning it a world-wide reputation for smooth flavor, with hints of creamy vanilla and 
Bourbon from the used barrels

Angostura Single Barrel Trinidad
This limited edition rum is hand-drawn and aged in a single select Bourbon oak cask for a 
minimum of 5 years. Angostura blends medium and heavy aged rums that deliver distinctive 
creamy notes of vanilla and cocoa, hints of molasses and Bourbon wood, accented by baking 
spices. On the palate, a big creamy initial taste of honey, then big boisterous Bourbon warms 
up the palate with toffee and caramel, roasted almonds, coffee and the suggestion of baking 
cocoa leaves its ghost on the medium dry long finish.

Apple Estate 50 Rare Limited Edition Jamaica
This ultra-rare 50 year old Jamaica Independence Reserve was released for Jamaica’s 50th 
Independence celebration, featuring rums that began aging in 1962 under the tutelage of 
several generations of master blenders. Rich aromas of dark honeyed whiskey barrel and 
toasty oak lead to dark dried fruit and orange peel, blackcurrant and a hint of green apple. 
On the palate, a fleeting moment of thick caramel creaminess dissolves rapidly into rich 
warm brown butter, moss and smoky peat, above leather and vegetal notes. The wood just 
keeps on talking in the end with an extremely warm aftertaste and long lingering barrel 
notes. Lucky if you ever get to taste this one.

Appleton Estate 30 Year Old Jamaica
A rare limited edition 30-year-old rum is first individually aged for eight years, then blended 
together and aged for an additional 22 years in the highest quality oak barrels.
  
Appleton Estate 21 Jamaica
From a company that began producing rum in 1655, here is a classic full bodied, smooth, 
amber spirit with rich mellow flavors; a blend of this venerable distillers best, aged at least 
21 years, then blended and aged two more years.

Appleton Estate 20 Year Single Cask Jamaica
This rare collector’s item features a vibrant copper hue with warm highlights, aromas of rich 
honey wrapped with vanilla, holiday spice and fruity notes dominate, with a smooth sweet 
finish of warm oak

Appleton Estate Exclusive Jamaica
A rare blend of aged rums available only at the distillery in Jamaica.

Appleton Estate Master Blender’s Legacy Jamaica
A unique blend created around a rare and exquisite 30 year old rum, a testament to the art 
of the master blender.

Appleton Estate Extra  Jamaica
Extra features bold, smooth taste inviting favorable comparison to the world’s finest cognacs 
and scotches, a blend of rums aged from 12 to 18 years.

Appleton Estate Reserve  Jamaica
The classic Jamaican-style blend of 8 to 12 year old rums, aged in hand crafted oak 
barrels, blended by a master artisan to produce a smooth, mellow, premium spirit with bold 
expressions of molasses, vanilla, dried fruits and citrus, with a long elegant finish.

Appleton Estate V/X  Jamaica
a full-bodied blend of premium five and ten year old rums boasting a warm golden color, 
rich satisfying aroma and an exceptionally sophisticated flavor at a price that’s quite 
accessible
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Berry’s Panama 10 Panama
From Berry Brothers & Rudd private collection, this 92 proof limited edition blend from 
Panama presents aromas of scotch barrel saltiness, followed by herbal vegetal notes like moss 
and eucalyptus with a butter nut cookie note over charred wood. A neutral entry on the 
palate leads to caramel, leather, a quick subtle herbaceous with salted nuts before a long 
dry finish.

Bermudez Aniversario 12  Dominican Republic
a classic sipping rum opens with aromas of charred oak, warm banana cream and vanilla, 
a butter note leads to rich dried fruit. A sweet butter-cream entry warms slowly to baked 
apple, shortbread cookie and treacle notes that balance well, finishing like a warm dry sherry.

Black Tot Last Consignment Royal Navy Rum  United Kingdom
A rare treat and collectors item, this is the last remaining original stocks of British Royal 
Navy Rum from 1970, recently re-blended and re-bottled at 94.2 proof with deep brown-red 
color, starting with pungent earthy aromas from the old wooden pot still delivering initial 
notes of treacle and dark chocolate, super-ripe dark fruits and nuts, black banana, licorice 
root, tamarind paste and balsamic, rich oak and cacao, finishing very long with wood scent, 
black fruits and tobacco.

Bohemio 15  Panama
dark amber color with medium viscosity offering a deeply complex and rich bouquet of oak, 
coffee, ripe fruit, allspice and cinnamon, featuring a palate of spiced honey, apricot, nutmeg 
and vanilla, leading to a medium warm and slightly sweet finish

Botran Solera 1893  Guatemala
distilled from sugar cane syrup, the pride of the Botran line of fine rums presents hints of 
honey maple, sherry and Bourbon, dried fruit and spices for a medium-dry, long warm finish

Atlantico Private Cask  Dominican Republic
A blend of the finest 15 to 25 year old artisanal aged rums from the Dominican Republic, 
aged again in private casks, resulting in additional complexity and flavor

Bacardi 8  Puerto Rico
one of the most popular white oak aged rums presents deep amber color, featuring aromas 
of vanilla, toffee, honey, caramel and toasted oak with a long warm finish

Bacardi Reserva Limitada  Puerto Rico
A medium bodied limited edition sipping rum specially blended from reserve casks for 
exceptional smooth character, big oak character and long finish

Banks Connoisseur’s Cut Jamaica, Guyana, Nicaragua
From master blender Arnaud de Trabuc, a unique blend of three aged rums. The aroma 
begins with funky ripe banana over earthy toasted wood. A bouquet of rich dried fruit 
featuring apricot and citrus rinds leads to cashew and cigar box before resonating with 
gunpowder, oak and bright pepper. On the palate, a big bold mouth feel presents initial 
sweet funky fruit on charred wood, then a delicious bananas foster over cedar plank that 
continues to evolve through the complex mid palate with notes of green banana and spices. 
The finish is long, woody and warm.

Banks DIH XM Royal 10 Guyana  
A rich full-bodied rum from Demerara Ice House aged to perfection in Bourbon casks for 
over 10 years, then filled into Sherry wine casks for a further six months.

Barbancourt Cuvée 150 Ans Haiti
With each crystal bottle marked with a unique number by master distiller and blender 
Thierry Gardere, this 150th anniversary expression is a reflection of the tenacity of Haiti’s 
iconic brand to survive against great odds. The aromas of vanilla and cognac lead to white 
oak, a hint of anise and rich dried tropical fruits. First on the palate is vanilla and toffee 
walnut treacle over a subtle cocoa nib bitterness creating a very smooth, well balanced mid-
palate of rich sautéed fruit that slowly fades into a dry cognac-style finish.

Barbancourt 15 Reserve du Domaine Haiti
The gold standard for rich, aged, cognac-like rums, this spirit, distilled from cane juice, is at 
home in a snifter as well as neat or on the rocks.

Barbancourt Five Star Reserve Especiale Haiti  
Considered by noted experts as one of the world’s best, this eight year old Barbancourt is 
among the most popular Caribbean rums, distilled from cane juice and aged in oak vats for 
eight years by a family known for making fine rhum for more than 150 years.

Barceló Imperial 30 Aniversario  Dominican Republic
One of the finest expressions of luxury rum, this aged blend offers a complex bouquet of 
luscious aromas with sherry, tobacco, black cherry and dark fruit leading to chocolate, golden 
raisin, walnut, cherry wood and banana bread, then hints of fruitcake and roasted coffee. A 
velvety smooth sweet entry offers a rich custard mouthfeel, presenting holiday spices as it 
slowly builds warmth and dryness suggesting a sherry cask before finishing with a hint of 
the bitterness of roasted coffee and dark chocolate in the long fade. A sublime sipper.

Barceló Imperial  Dominican Republic
smoky, woody, deep rich earth tones and a complex character have earned this rum a 
reputation and many top awards

Barceló Gran Añejo  Dominican Republic
amber colored, with golden hues and aromas of citrus and peach and woods, a delicately 
balanced blend aged for over four years in American oak barrels

Barrilito Three Star  Puerto Rico
an exceptional rum blended from 6 to 10 year old spirits aged in old sherry barrels by a 
family of rum masters using the same method for more than 100 years

JAMAICA’S
BLACK
GOLD

DISCOVER 

www.blackwellrum.com
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info@blackwellrum.com
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Cartavio XO  Peru
With a weighted average of 18 years maturity resting in American Oak, French Oak, Slovenian 
White Oak and Bourbon barrels produces deep amber brown color and aromas of buttery 
caramel, sherry and honey, vanilla, banana and spice, delivering sweet dried fruits, vanilla and 
sherry on the palate with a spicy fade into a long and satisfying finish.

Cartavio Solera 1929  Peru
A musky, earthy aroma suggests long oak aging with hints of cola, sherry and vanilla on the 
nose, warm tones of wood, caramel, chocolate, coffee and spice lead to a medium-dry long 
lasting finish.

Cartavio Solera 12 Años Peru
From Peru, this lovely expression offers aromas of moist wood, caramel, toffee, banana, butter, 
a bit of earthiness with so many rich barrel notes, dates with apple pie, cinnamon baking 
spices, and suggestions of Madeira wine. Big wood leads on the palate and stays out front 
until the mid-palate fade, where butter cake and baking spices evolve, with an aftertaste of 
apple butter into the long fade.

Castro Añejo Premium Red Venezuela
a seven year blend, featuring an exotic amber color, strong body, intense aroma, smooth, 
sweet and warm taste with an easy long finish

Centenario Sistema Solara 25 Años Costa Rica
A luxury rum aged in a solera system with elements as old as 25 years, this award-winning 
spirit is a deep mahogany color with rich viscosity, initial aromas of molasses and vanilla, 
chocolate nibs, toasted oak, baking spices and dried fruit, with a rich and satisfying palate of 
buttery cinnamon roasted nutty cream dessert, oaky caramel, cocoa and dried fruits with a 
very long, intense finish.

Botran Reserva  Guatemala
a superior cocktail spirit offers light burnished copper hues, opens with mature oak over 
a hint of vanilla, followed by dried apricot with baking spices and Bourbon vanilla cream 
leading to full-bodied maple syrup on toffee, candied tree fruit, black figs and subtle notes of 
coffee and clove; finishings with a pleasing astringency of robust oak and sweet vanilla

Botran Baktun Guatemala
Celebrating the beginning of the 14th Mayan Baktun calendar era, this Botran 12 year 
old rum is re-barreled in unique local wood casks. The nose suggests sweet rubber, subtle 
caramel, toasted oak, almond, cashew and brown sugar. A creamy entry leads to subtle brown 
sugar, giving way quickly a buttery nut tempered by a warm and spicy finish with a hint of 
peppery bitterness.

Brugal Papa Andres  Dominican Republic
The Brugal family’s private collection is special reserve issued in very limited quantity in a 
striking crystal decanter. Aromas of Bourbon are accented by a rich fruity sherry note, then 
charred white oak gives way to raisin and dried cherry, with a suggestion of warm butter 
and just a hint of shortbread cookie. On the palate, a finely finessed creamy entry leads to a 
smoky peat, followed by a full bouquet of sherry, Bourbon barrel and dried fruit mid-palate. 
Notes of apricot with a touch of golden raisin appear before the everlasting finish -- a full 
bodied dry viscosity that lingers lovingly on the palate like a fine cognac.

Brugal Siglo de Oro Selección Especiale  Dominican Republic
The iconic luxury rum from Brugal features a regal design with a magnetic lid on the 
beautiful blue box which opens to reveal a cognac-like vessel with a large crystal corked 
top. It’s barreled in charred white oak for four to six years, then blended and re-barreled 
for another four to six years in similar barrels. The nose presents a rich charred white oak 
with bold Bourbon notes, smoky oak, a suggestion of butterscotch, fresh cut cane and subtle 
hints of roasted nut. The palate begins with a sweet creamy initial mouthfeel giving way to a 
toasted wood before a very long lingering dry warm finish with echoes of Bourbon barrel.

Brugal 1888  Dominican Republic
Double casking in American white oak, then sherry casks, this luxury spirit contains rums 
aged 5 to 14 years. With stunning deep amber color, the nose reveals an exquisite scented 
bouquet of spicy notes, hints of chocolate and roasted coffee beans accented by cinnamon 
and dried fruits. With initial flavors of toffee caramel, wood and licorice this luxury rum 
blend leaves a sweet, lingering and sublime aftertaste.

Brugal Extra Añejo  Dominican Republic
a mature version of the popular Brugal Añejo brings fragrant bouquet with medium-bodied 
texture delivering suggestions of roast coffee, warm toffee, cocoa and hints of nutmeg and 
anise

Brugal XV Ron Reserva Exclusiva Dominican Republic
An interesting variation of classic Brugal style offers a sweeter nose of buttery creme brûlée, 
burnt sugar, vanilla, holiday spices, a suggestion of dried fruit and sherry, a hint of citrus 
and honey. The palate begins with a creamy sweetness quickly fading on the mid palate into 
smoky peat, white oak and soft ripe fruit, finishing with the traditional Brugal earthiness.

Bundaberg Double Barrel Australia
Aged rum with additional barreling in port and sherry casks. Initial aromas of Bourbon and 
sherry notes develop into aromatic cedar/cigar box, with a pleasant sweetness balanced by 
dry fortified wine and over-ripe fruit, vanilla, raisins and dates, dry wine grapes, dark banana 
and toasted oak. On the palate, sweet ripe banana and warm honey lead to dried cherry and 
tart grape (wine) with a mature woodiness building to a traditional “Bundy heat” mid-palate 
followed by a lingering dark dried fruit long after.

Caldas Gran Reserve Colombia
Vintage rum made from sugar cane honey presents pale aromas of dried fruits and nuts, 
subtle sherry and vanilla with toffee and light smoke, leading to delicate hints of banana, 
caramel, toasted oak and Bourbon, followed by a long warm finish, barely sweet, with a hint 
of pepper in the end.
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Cubaney Centenario Dominican Republic
Rich mahogany brown aged rum leads with aromas of dark dried prune, overripe butter, 
orange peel, then some honey notes before dark wood. On the palate, honeyed orange peel 
on rich caramel dessert leads to a gradual transition to dry but warm dark wet wood 
followed by a hint of honey and citrus as the long finish fades into lasting notes of wood.

Cubaney 15 Gran Reserva Dominican Republic
an exceptionally flavorful blend of old rums aged at least 15 years in a solera system in the 
Dominican Republic, this rum presents warm, sweet caramel tones and a unique spicy smooth 
finish

Cubaney 12 Gran Reserva Dominican Republic
produced in the Dominican Republic with pride by Cuban rum masters in exile, this deep 
amber 12 year old spirit aged in oak offers a rich, sweet flavor with a lasting warm finish

Debonaire 15 Panama
A rich blend of well aged rums starts with aromas of cedar, honey, toasty oak, pepper, white 
raisin and a sherry note, before more wood and dried orange peel. On the palate we start 
with toasted cashew and toasted oak before drying out quickly with dry sac sherry notes 
and some deep orange, while a semi-bitter vanilla keeps it from getting too sweet before the 
long dry woody finish exits with black cherry and dark dried fruit.

Debonaire 8 Panama
This eight year blend by master Don Pancho balances toasted Bourbon barrel with hints of 
honey, sherry, over ripe fruit and a subtle nuttiness. On the palate, toasty oak and dry sherry 
balances extremely well with subtle and complex notes of cashew, cedar, raisin and apricot 
honey before a suggestion of old fine leather.

Centenario Fundacion XX Años Reserva  Costa Rica
A rich, sweet, full-bodied blend with a unique signature flavor, aged twenty years in oak, this 
viscous rum rates favorably with those that prefer a sweet and smooth finishing rum.

Centenario 12 Costa Rica
An excellent blend for sipping or mixing, aged 12 years in oak. Initial aromas of brown 
butter, baking spices and cinnamon roll lead to pecan pie, brasil nut, banana bread, cashew, 
maraschino, vanilla custard, toasty oak and roasted coffee. The palate leads with sweet 
butter cream and warm dried fruits, brasil and cashew, a hint of coffee and brandy before a 
medium long dry finish with notes of oak.

Centenario 7  Costa Rica
this light amber spirit features a fruity bouquet of apple juice and buttery caramel on the 
nose with a bit of oak and light honey, with initial flavors of creamy roasted cashew, then 
vanilla mid-palate, fading into a hint of macadamia nut with a medium peppered finish

Chairman’s Reserve The Forgotten Casks St. Lucia
Forgotten after a fire, this gold rum was left in the casks a long time before being re-
discovered, showing initial aromas of peat moss and pepper, creamy butterscotch with plenty 
of charred oak. A bold palate of butterscotch, smoky peat, a tone of rancio over-aged oak, 
smoky pepper and spice, with a very long, semi-dry finish.

Chairman’s Reserve  St. Lucia
a blend of double distilled pot still and column still rums with medium body, a hint of 
honey and vanilla, with a slightly spicy finish

Clarke’s Court #37 Grenada
The ultimate expression of aged rum from Grenada, #37 offers aromas of whiskey, ripe 
banana, toasted white oak and a hint of caramel with treacle. The palate features big oak, 
fruit and a suggestion of perfume, with a big warmth building in the mid-palate, followed by 
a vague hint of pepper leading to a neutral but lengthy wooden finish.

Clarke’s Court Old Grog Grenada
Rich and luscious banana aromas are accented with bubblegum before a mild suggestion of 
oak and elderflower. On the palate, big banana flavor prevails over vanilla taffy and perfumed 
almond before a flat dry finish.

Cockspur 12  Barbados
a fine sherry-red aged rum from Barbados revealing a rich, oaky character with hints of 
Bourbon, shortbread and baking spices, best enjoyed neat or on the rocks

Copacabana 1940 Rum Añejo Panama
A golden amber rum blended by “Don Pancho” Fernandez, this delightful blend of copper 
column distillates from Panama opens with aromas of buttery croissant, then a light rubber 
note suggesting a well balanced sweetness of light brown sugar. On the palate, the warm 
vanilla entry accents hints of caramel and dry fruit, with a well balanced character. Late in 
the taste some younger rum in the blend exhibits warm character with a touch of pepper.

Cruzan Single Barrel  US Virgin Islands
A rich, sophisticated spirit, this 4 to 12 year old blend is re-aged in a single brand new 
American White Oak cask, resulting in a medium to full bodied sipping rum presenting 
elegant aromas of oak, vanilla, dried fruits and butterscotch. On the palate it begins with 
whiskey-wood chips and butter, leading to a dry pepper note with a fast heat that just as 
quickly recedes leaving the pepper to dry out your palate as the finish fades.

Cruzan 5 Estate Diamond US Virgin Islands
a blend of 5 to 10 year old rums, Estate Diamond is priced moderately, but delivers a 
robust blend that stands well on the rocks, and makes a superior cocktail

Cubaney 25 Anos Tesoro  Dominican Republic
Dark mahogany aged rum opens with rich aromas of ripe butter and fruitcake, accented with 
cinnamon caramel over toasted oak before late hints of cedar shavings. On the palate, it’s 
fat fruitcake and apple pie dessert loaded with a complex blend of baking species, then ripe 
butter and evolving notes of cognac wood building into long warm finish.
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Don Pancho Origenes Reserva Especial 18  Panama
With near perfect balance and complex subtleties, Don Pancho’s 18 year old luxury blend 
offers delicate aromas of orange pekoe tea, dates and figs, before hints of salted dark 
chocolate, creme brûlée, subtle wet stone, warm walnut, caramel and baking spices. A sweet 
luxurious initial entry on the palate turns to creamy vanilla, then dries to cola nut with 
some brown spice, warm Bourbon wood and dark plum. It continues to dry out during the 
long rich oak finish, reluctant to leave the palate.

Don Pancho Origenes Reserva 8 Panama
This golden amber colored medium body rum forms fine legs in the tasting glass. Initial 
aromas of caramel and raw vanilla bean, cassia and roasted nuts lead to leather and charred 
oak over sherry, muscovado and vegetal cane. Over time, the tasting glass echoes increasingly 
bold and intense aromas of toasted wood. On the palate a sweet opening of buttery caramel, 
vanilla and leather are balanced by a bitter nuttiness with a hint of fennel as the wood 
builds into toasty oak before it dries out mid-palate with a relatively long slow fade.

Don Papa Philippines
Aged seven years in oak barrels in the Philippines, this mahogany colored rum present big 
aromas of peach bubblegum, vanilla and candied orange over a bouquet of fruit flavored 
candy. The opening palate is warm with lots of citrus, a honey note and a myriad of candied 
fruit, especially bright calamondin followed by a semi-dry note of anise at the finish. 

Doorly’s 12 Barbados
A superb expression of authentic aged Bajan rum, creatively re-barreled in Madeira and 
Bourbon casks. Big aromas of port and sherry, oak and whiskey dominate, followed by rich 
buttery notes with hints of fresh cane and a suggestion of banana. On the palate, a complex 
multi-note symphony of intricate and complex interaction between the Bourbon and wine 
casks delivers a cognac-like experience, a velvet mouthfeel featuring big oak, warm caramel, 
brown butter and baking spices. This delightful sipper is smooth and buttery right through 
the mid-palate leading to a gentle warmth that lingers with a luxurious dryness.

Dictador XO Perpetual  Colombia
A fine blend of aged rums in multiple casks, we find complex aromas of dark banana, semi-
sweet chocolate, dark roast coffee, port and green apple above salty caramel and cinnamon. 
On the palate, the entry suggests tiramisu, then a sweet rendition of French toast or egg 
custard leading to a spicy dark rich semi-sweet chocolate, ending with a delicate aftertaste 
of ladyfingers.

Dictador XO Insolent Colombia
Fermented sugar cane honey is distilled in stainless steel alembic pot still and aged in 
oak barrels from Jerez and Port. Initial aromas include mature fruit mix (peaches, papaya, 
banana), brown-sugar and cinnamon, shortbread cookie, almond pie crust, vanilla wafer, 
custard and pear brandy. The palate brings nutmeg and baking spices quickly followed by 
saturated French limousine oak with big warmth in the mid-palate, slowly dissipating to dry 
pear, with a hint of papaya and butter on the long fade.

Dictador 20  Colombia
Distilled in copper pot and column stills and aged in used American oak barrels, this dark 
amber colored blend suggests tones of sweet caramel, vanilla, toffee, roasted coffee and smoky 
oak.

Dictador 12  Colombia
Deep rust and amber color blend of aged rums suggests sweet honey caramel, cocoa and 
toffee with very long smooth finish.

Diplomatico Ambassador  Venezuela
Aged 12 years in white oak before entering sherry casks, this luxury spirit leads with a 
wonderfully pungent nose, featuring subtle aromas of dried and candied fruit combining 
with rich, powerful aromas of vanilla, spices and cane syrup with a little smokiness in the 
background, the palate presents a powerful, complex combination of dark chocolate, aged 
dried fruit, coffee and vanilla, all with a lovely creamy mouth feel and a warm powerful 
finish.

Diplomatico Reserva Exclusiva  Venezuela
This fine rum stands alone with a unique blend of 80% heavy pot still and 20% light 
column still spirits, along with a touch of sweet rum liqueur. The nose suggests cream soda, 
vanilla wafers and caramel. On the palate, a creamy entry brings hints of vanilla, dried fruits 
and warm spices with a rich viscosity that coats a snifter and plays well as an after-dinner 
cordial.

Diplomatico Reserva  Venezuela
With a blend of 20% heavy rum and 80% light rum, this blend features rich copper color 
and well balanced spicy aromas. On the palate, it’s perfectly balanced with notes of honey, 
dried fruit and toasted oak before a long gentle fade.

DonQ Gran Añejo  Puerto Rico
A special issue blend commemorating Columbus’ discovery of PR goes beyond the acclaimed 
DonQ Añejo to offer a warm, inviting blend of rums aged three to 12 years in oak.

DonQ Añejo  Puerto Rico
a blend of light rums aged three to seven years in oak for superior cocktails or enjoyed on 
the rocks

Don Pancho Origenes Rare Reserva 30  Panama
A very limited production of 2000 bottles make this the rarest of master blender Don 
Pancho’s expressions, expertly balanced with richness and complexity. An initial nose of 
toasted bourbon wood, brown butter and rancio with muscovado sugar is followed by orange 
peel and mixed dry fruits. The mouth feel is big, creamy and surprisingly dry with ripe 
banana leading to buttery popcorn, praline, caramel and figs over toasted oak, cedar and 
walnut accented by a mixture of baking spices. The finish is very long, dry and warm with 
complex echoes of old cognac and toasted nuts.
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English Harbour 1981 Antigua
Antigua’s finest sipping rum distilled in copper presents an aroma of smoky wood, followed 
by black cherry, vanilla, ripe banana and currants with flavors of dry wood, caramelized dark 
fruit and roasted cashew in the body, followed by hints of burnt sugar, tobacco, leather, and 
baking spice

English Harbour 10 Antigua
distilled in copper stills and aged in small 220 liter charred oak barrels for 10 to 25 years, 
thick molasses and burnt sugar dominate with hints of cane, coconut, cinnamon, coffee and 
baked apple, praline and dried fruit presents full bodied rich viscosity and a very long finish

English Harbour 5  Antigua
distilled in a unique copper column, aged in small oaken barrels for at least five years with 
initial aromas of cream sherry, dried fruit, butter and oak, presenting a palate of sweet 
caramel, coconut, pear and cinnamon, baking spices and smoky oak, with a smooth finish, a 
touch of sweetness, with a medium long fade

Facundo Paraíso Puerto Rico
A exceptional luxury rum, Paraíso is culled from old family reserves and blended to 
perfection by master blender Manny Oliver. A second resting in old Cognac barrels delivers 
magnificent complexity. Initial aromas of lime peel, grapefruit pulp and old limousine wood 
are followed by subtle coconut meat, molasses, brown sugar and butter, hinting at a cognac-
like rancio note before a touch of cola nut, allspice, nutmeg and cinnamon. The palate leads 
with honey and cola nut, black pepper corn, a big dark raisin cognac note, plenty of rich 
dried fruit reminiscent of apricot jam and dates. The long, slow finish remains medium dry 
with echoes of honey and vanilla, dried fruit and subtle spices.

Doorly’s XO Barbados
a masterfully distilled rum aged in used oak barrels then finished in used Oloroso Sherry 
barrels for a unique flavor profile

Dos Maderas Luxus 10+5   Caribbean/Spain
Well aged Caribbean rum strongly influenced by re-casking in Spanish wine and sherry 
barrels. Initial aromas of sherry, cola, dark red cherries, sangria, orange peel, blackcurrant, 
wildflower honey and cinnamon before a hint of elderflower leads to dark fruit, prune and 
raisin. On the palate, a rich mead-like entry leads to bold dark dried fruits, raisins and 
prunes, cherry marmalade, with a texture of honey, followed by a cinnamon note lingering in 
a very long semi-sweet sherry barrel finish.

Dos Maderas PX 5+5  Caribbean/Spain
Fine five year aged rums from Barbados and Guyana are further aged for five years with 
two additional caskings in wine and sherry barrels in Spain for exceptional rich flavors of 
dried prunes and raisins, sweet figs and spices.

Dos Maderas 5+3  Caribbean/Spain
Five year old Bajan rum is further aged in Jerez, Spain for another three years in renowned 
Dos Cortados palo cortado sherry casks for delicate, complex layers of flavor.

Dzama Rhum Vieux 15 Madagascar
A rich and intense blend of 15 year old spirits presents fine leather and cigar box over 
vanilla cookie, toasted oak, fresh cane and a hint of aromatic ginger. On the palate, leather 
and cigar box dominate a grassy vegetal base with hints of smoke and ash. By mid-palate 
the warmth peaks to a long dry finish.

Dzama Ambre Nosy-Be  Madagascar
with a high proof of 104, the nose starts with subtle tones of sweet vegetal cane, fresh cut 
vegetables and pepper, while the palate suggests sweet butter cream that leads to bright 
pepper, leaving a long, sweet and hot finish that lingers

Dzama Vieux Rhum 6 Ans Madagascar  
at 45% abv, this spirit offers a powerful nose of dried apricot, caramel and pepper, offering a 
palate of fruity and floral notes, dried fruit, exotic spices and big white pepper leading to a 
warm, medium long finish

Dzama Cuvée Noire  Madagascar
this unique aged rum offers a bold bouquet of cream soda, marshmallow and vanilla tones 
with a hint of fresh cut bell pepper vegetal notes, featuring a bright palate of sweet creamy 
custard and a relatively short finish

El Dorado 21  Guyana
The 21 year old El Dorado offers an unusually satisfying blend of sweet base with richly 
intense, woody complexity for sipping slowly with a fine cigar.

El Dorado 15  Guyana
A gold-medal winner many times over, this fine cognac-like rum is considered by many to 
have the most intriguing and complex character in its class.

El Dorado 12 Guyana
This expression presents a rich, complex profile full of dried fruits and baking spices with a 
hint of honey syrup, well balanced by the blend of fine aged rums.

El Dorado 8  Guyana
This rich mahogany spirit exhibits wonderful aromas of charred wood, vanilla, earthy minerals 
and spices, featuring a palate of warm molasses, baking spices, dried fruits and coffee, 
offering a long warm semi-dry finish.

Elements 8 Gold St. Lucia
a triple distilled blend of ten gold rums at 80 proof, aged for six years in Bourbon barrels 
using sophisticated filtering techniques for flavors of honeyed fruit, raisins and prunes with 
echoes of fine whiskey
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Ron Izapa Artesanal Mexico
From Mexico’s Tapachula Chiapas southeast region, a unique profile offers aromas of sweet 
rubber, earthy base with a delicate sweetness, just a hint of cola and butterscotch. A buttery 
smooth beginning, warming on the mid-palate, followed by musty black licorice, dark treacle 
and cola leads to a slightly bitter finish.

Ron Izapa 13 Mexico
This deep brown colored rum presents aromas of flour and water paste over cola nut, a 
hint of Madeira wine, ex bourbon barrel, dark raisin and a suggestion of white pepper. On 
the palate, this 38% rum leads with cola, port and sherry, followed by dark stone fruit. An 
astringent aftertaste of fortified wine is present in the warm finish.

Ron Izapa Selección de Maestros Mexico
A dark aged rum bottled at 38% offers suggestions of dark charred whiskey barrel on the 
nose, followed by maple wood, burnt caramel and a hint of liquid smoke. The palate begins 
sweet with creamy vanilla quickly building heat and charred wood flavor before a hint of 
aromatic cedar, then maple. It finishes warm with dominant notes of charred whiskey barrel.

Ron Izapa Negro  Mexico
A dark mahogany color offers vaguely buttery aromas initially, opening into a cola note, and 
deeper still, a treacle and black licorice scent appears with a hint of wood. On the palate, a 
warmth quickly takes over and slowly gives way to a black licorice note, musty barrel, with 
dark roasted coffee bitterness leading to a medium dry finish.

Khukri XXX Coronation Nepal
a rich, dark rum with hints of butter and caramel, this triple distilled spirit from the foothills 
of Mt. Everest comes in a hand-blown glass bottle shaped like the famous Khukri curved 
dagger used by the fighting Gurkhas

Facundo Exquisito Puerto Rico
Indeed an exquisite blend of seven to 23 year old rums, this lovely mahogany spirit offers 
fine balance and complexity that invites quiet contemplation. Initial aromas of smokey 
caramel and cigar box lead to a touch of candied orange peel, ripe banana, black tea leaves, 
molasses, caramel, dark cherry and ripe tropical fruit. The palate leads with a wonderful 
balance of honey and oak, followed by dried fruits like raisin and date, brown sugar and 
toasted nuts, tobacco and old leather. The finish is long and semi-dry with a hint of coconut 
husk.

Facundo Eximo Puerto Rico
The X represents ten years of age for this fine blend of family reserves. Initial aromas of egg 
white and custard lead to sherry and dark wood, then whiskey wood, pandoro, white raisin 
and cedar. On the palate, a dark dried fruit note is quickly followed by wood and dark 
chocolate before latent honey notes provide great balance. This rum finishes like mead with 
a dry long fade.

Flor de Caña 18 Centenario Gold  Nicaragua
RumXP Award Winner the pride of Nicaragua, this centenario gold reserve rests in oak barrels 
for 18 years resulting in a rich, complex and smooth spirit best served neat or on the rocks

Flor de Caña Centenario 21st Century Nicaragua
a limited-edition premium rum featuring a blend of rums aged in used Bourbon barrels at 
least 15 years, created to commemorate the 21st century

Flor de Caña 12  Nicaragua
a standard among sipping rums, featuring a rich amber color, smooth taste featuring butter 
toffee and baked apple

Flor de Caña Gran Reserve 7  Nicaragua
a full-bodied blend of rums aged seven years with a smooth finish which can be enjoyed 
neat, on the rocks or mixed

Florida Old Reserve Florida
A stately hand-blown bottle contains Florida rum rested in old Sherry barrels. Hints of wild 
orange blossom aroma, light honey, with raisins and dates, dried fig and a musty quality 
from the old wood. On the palate, a brief moment of sweet creaminess and light cinnamon 
quickly unfolds into big warmth and rancio sherry barrel richness, with dried fruit and 
baking spice before a very long dry finish.

Fortuna Reserva Nicaragua
hints of white oak, pepper and Bourbon dominate the aromas in this rum aged at least 
eight years, featuring a palate that balances sweet creaminess with smooth pepper and keeps 
on moving through exotic spices and dried fruit tones, finishing with a lingering semi-sweet 
warmth

Gosling’s Old Family Reserve Bermuda
Aged longer than the popular Black Seal and gains richer, mellower tones of tropical flavor 
and richness, hand sealed in wax, numbered and presented in a wooden box

Guajiro 7 year Canary Islands
Aromas of creamy fresh cane dominate, then a touch of pepper and honey wine. A velvety 
vanilla entry gives way quickly to honey, citrus peel, bell pepper and black pepper before the 
palate dries out for a long finish of pepper and wood.

Guavaberry Republic 5 Year  Sint Maarten
A limited edition bottling of this oak aged spirit suggests dried apricot, mango and tangerine, 
guava and floral notes on the nose, leading to earthy tobacco, featuring a semi-dry palate of 
sun-dried orange peel, apricot, raisin, mild molasses and baking spices, along with a very long, 
warm, dry satisfying finish.

Inner Circle (Blue Dot) Australia
a legendary 90 proof spirit from Australian and Fijian ingredients, the blue dot is a 
traditional pot still rum exhibiting bold aromas of burnt sugar, vanilla, Bourbon and ripe 
banana, featuring a full-bodied warm palate of over-ripe fruit, dark cocoa, coffee and tobacco, 
leading to a warm, long lingering finish
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Millonario 15  Peru
A premium rum from north Peru distilled in Swedish column stills, the 15 opens with big 
cola nut and honey aromas with a hint of cinnamon, dried figs, butter toffee, featuring a 
highly flavored palate of cola, toffee, cinnamon and spices, offering a medium long sweet 
finish.

Mocambo 20 Art Edition Mexico
This expression takes the flavor profile to another level with an initial taste of warm, rich 
molasses, very smooth, sweet but not overbearing; the finish is at first quick, then a warmth 
returns to remain on the palate at length.

Mocambo 15 Single Barrel Mexico
This red label rum has a decidedly rich color, a brighter sweetness to the start and a longer, 
warmer finish with lots of oaky flavor from the old European white oak barrels.

Mocambo 10 Pistol 1821 Mexico
A relatively light colored limited edition rum. Aged for 10 years, it mellows out a bit with 
ice, presented in an unusual glass bottle shaped like a pistol.

Montecristo 12 Guatemala
A blend of 12 and 23 year old rums with rich amber color and a smooth finish, distilled 
from sugar cane and aged in American oak Bourbon barrels.

Mount Gay 1703  Barbados
A blend of their finest, most mature aged rums leads with big oak, toffee, leather, ripe 
banana, candied fruits and soft spices with a smooth, lingering finish.

Mount Gay Extra Old  Barbados
aged in oak, this smoky, earthy and complex spirit from Barbados sets a standard for fine 
aged rum from some of the first rum producers in the Caribbean

Lost Spirits Navy Style Overproof  California
Deep mahogany color, aromas of dark ripe fruit, a sweet earthiness, treacle and baking spice. 
On the palate, this overproof spirit expands boldly with robust complexity while remaining 
amazing smooth, offering a very long luxurious experience reminiscent of a traditional 
Jamaican or Guyanese produced British Navy rum. The bouquet delivers dark candied fruit, a 
balsamic note, fresh oak and vanilla and a reflection of Bananas Foster dessert before fading 
very slowly with a rich, warm finish suggesting toasted almonds. Bottled at 68% abv.

Lost Spirits Polynesian Inspired Overproof California
In the tasting glass, the rum is a medium dark mahogany color. Initial aromas of white 
raisins, bread, ripe banana, grilled pineapple and white wine are followed by dates, fruit 
leather, jasmine and cardamom. On the palate, the initial sweet grape note leads to red wine 
tannins over semi-sweet caramel, with funky wet wood and dark fruit balanced by an herbal 
bitter note. As an overproof rum bottled as cask strength, the mouthfeel is big, bold and 
robust, but not harsh, lingering long on the palate with a fruity finish. Bottled at 66% abv.

Lost Spirits Cuban Inspired 151 California
A delightful attempt at recreating a legendary style of rustic rum. Aromas of pound cake and 
butter lead to hard candy, with some subtle cinnamon covered date and an earthy vegetal 
note before big cedar and white oak. On the palate, a small sip reveals warm buttery pound 
cake with molasses glaze before giving way to peppery, grassy cane. This big 151 proof rum 
finishes with subtle tobacco and a hint of cassia bark on the way to a pleasant dry finish.

Lost Spirits Colonial American Inspired Rum California
A rich fermentation and careful distillation delivers aromas of dark cherry, then currant 
with a balsamic note leading to fortified wine. The palate reveals a big, bold mouthfeel that 
presents a plethora of dark dried fruit (prune and fig), then cocoa topped with burnt sugar. 
The notes of red currant are consistent before a vegetal accent, evolving to well charred oak.

Mahiki Cognac Cask  Barbados
a medium dark amber rum aged three years in American oak, then three years on cognac 
casks of French oak in Barbados exhibiting hints of candied nuts, dried fruits and baking 
spices with a velvet smooth long finish

Matusalem Gran Reserva 18  Dominican Republic
with a deep rich amber color, the 18 delivers an aura of aromas ranging from rich vanillas 
to dry apricots and subtle cherries, supported by dark, mellow molasses with a magnificent 
palate of complex flavors starting with rich vanilla, followed by mellow molasses and candy 
caramel which finish with soft fruit and a delicate touch of oak, free of any heat, finishes 
long with great smoothness

Matusalem Gran Reserva Solera 15  Dominican Republic
labeled “The Spirit of Cuba” (founded in Cuba in 1872) this smooth and mellow, earthy 
blend of old rums is aged in seasoned oak, then aged via the solera method of progressive 
blending

Medellín 12  Colombia
A rich dark color suggests long aging in charred white oak. Smooth aromas of smoky wood, 
leather and Bourbon are accented by dried fruit and baking spices. A soft and buttery 
opening on the palate leads smoothly into cinnamon egg custard balanced by whiskey 
charred oak, leading to a lukewarm dry finish. A fine sipper.

Medellín 8  Colombia
Aromas of earthy musk, leather and Bourbon notes with charred oak lead to citrus honey 
and vanilla cake. On the palate, an initial big warm whiskey note is balanced by honey, 
baking spice and charred oak, leading to a warm semi-dry finish.

Millonario XO Reserva Especial  Peru
Packaged in a notable cognac-style bottle, we find thick, slow moving legs on the tasting 
glass. This expression leads with aromas of rich honey mead and cola nut, buttery toast and 
baking spice, featuring a complex palate of warm caramel, coffee, cola, candied fruit and 
vanilla, a hint of cinnamon lingers on the long, sweet finish.
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custard and baking spice, lingering on the palate with a gentle warmth, a semi-dry finish 
with a fading hint of fennel seed and sherry to balance the mild sweetness.

Penny Blue XO Batch 1 Mauritius
Named after the rarest stamp in the world, this limited edition expression is produced by 
the Medine Distillery from a blend of rums aged an average of seven years. Initial aromas 
of bicycle tire, acrylic, green apple and white grape lead to ripe mango and orange blossom, 
dark roasted coffee, very subtle honey, ripe banana and cloves plus wild cane grass. On the 
palate a light spicy bouquet over ethanol is followed by citrus and nuts, white pepper, white 
chocolate, vanilla and molasses, with an earthy, grassy, very hot mid-palate leading to a 
truffle note, dry sac sherry, with a hint of cardamom and cinnamon in the long dry finish.

Penny Blue XO Batch 2 Mauritius
Perhaps a refinement from earlier bottlings, this well aged rum blend reeks of limousine 
oak on the nose, showing bright blue cane aromas and a subtle Danish butter cookie before 
dry cedar and floral notes. Although it’s bottled at 43% it’s not unbalanced on the palate, 
with the big oak leading an array of dry fruit, then brown bread and butter into mid-palate 
before hints of flowers and vanilla into the long dry finish.

Plantation XO 20th Anniversary  Barbados
deep amber color, initial aromas of burnt sugar, cognac and spice, bright tropical flavor tones 
of sweet ripe banana, big toasted coconut and warm caramel, finishing very long and warm

Plantation Barbados 5  Barbados
a great value, medium amber color with hints of vegetal aromas under creamy caramel and 
oak, initial tastes of bitter honey, fine oak and holiday spice, ending with a medium-long 
warm finish

Plantation Venezuela 1992 Venezuela
rare, authentic estate vintage rum from Venezuela with a complex array of aromas, tastes of 
honey, cedar and spices, tropical fruit, with a warm lingering finish fading to oaky sweetness

Mount Gay Black Barrel Barbados
With the master blender’s signature on the label, this rich and bold expression offers aromas 
of well charred Bourbon barrel with hints of black cherry, basil, rosemary, sandalwood and 
tupelo honey. On the palate a big buttery nutty note slowly builds heat with lots of toasted 
oak, on top of a heavy dark vanilla wafer. The medium dry finish is long with big barrel 
notes slowly fading.

Mount Gilboa Barbados
From the oldest distillery in Barbados, this triple pot distilled spirit ages at least four years, 
bringing initial aromas of cane and brown spices with tones of sherry leading to dark 
molasses, vegetal ripe fruit with a medium-dry finish

Myers’s 10 Legend Jamaica
the legend comes in a unique bottle resembling a buoy, wrapped in delicate rope, offering a 
rich and sophisticated full-bodied flavor that deserves to be enjoyed on the rocks or neat

Ocumare Añejo Especial  Venezuela
A delightful blend of rums averaging twelve years in American oak with initial hints of sweet 
burnt caramel, leather and toffee, burnt wood over a bit of honey and big charred oak. On 
the palate, a buttery vanilla note leads to dry cherry wood without expected sweetness. It 
finishes medium long with a buttery echo that keeps it from being too dry.

Ocumare Aged Venezuela
A three year old blend of dark rums produced by Hacienda de Ocumare in Venezuela. 
With a medium-dark brown color, this light-bodied rum delivers aromas of sweet cane and 
caramel, vanilla bean and anise, cashew and a hint of citrus peel. A sweet entry of honey 
and molasses leads to a relatively complex and well balanced bouquet of dried fruits, brown 
spices, fresh butter, burnt orange, old cashews and cola.

Old Brigand Black Label Barbados
Deep mahogany color in a well aged blend of five year old rums, delivering robust deep 
tones of molasses and spice, a very warm mouth feel and pleasant finish.

Opthimus 25 Ron Artesanal Dominican Republic
A solera blend of aged rums opens with bold aromas of dark raisin, sherry, stone fruit 
(peach), dried citrus peel, baking spices and fruit, followed by creme brûlée, toasted oak, 
toasty coconut, ripe butter and finally cinnamon. On the palate, big bold flavors start with 
sweet vanilla cookie, then cinnamon bun with orange-honey glaze slowly drying out into 
dark dried fruit and sherry notes. The late finish is still too sweet to be hot as it fades with 
echoes of dark wood and dark cherry.

Opthimus 25 Tomatin Barrel Dominican Republic
Rested and finished in Malt Whiskey Barrels from Scotland, this aged blend opens with 
aromas of smokey peat and creme brûlée before dark fruit, white grape, green apple, 
cinnamon sugar cookie and a hint of candy apple. On the palate, the initial fruit caramel 
sweetness is balanced by the whisk wood, which peaks and fades quickly, along with baking 
spices, lingering long on the finish, with an aftertaste reminiscent of rich bread pudding.

Pampero Aniversario Venezuela
packaged in a distinctive leather pouch, this fine rum has a good reputation among premium 
consumers, offering a smooth and rich blend of earthy tones

Panamonte XXV Reserva Preciosa  Panama
a deep amber mahogany color with thick, slow moving legs, aromas of charred oak, honey 
and Bourbon lead to a pleasant bouquet of brown spices, dark dried fruit and buttery 
molasses, an initial taste of smoke and oak with a sweet balance of vanilla and burnt sugar 
gives way to a medium dry palate of baking spices and a hint of old leather, cigar box and 
raisin, with a long and smooth finish featuring echoes of wood and vanilla custard fading 
slowly

Papa’s Pilar Solera 24 Dark Caribbean/Florida
Blended from numerous sources in the Caribbean and Central America and Florida, this rich 
blend offers dark brown sugar, creme brûlée with a balance of citrus sangria with orange 
peel and pear, hints of maple syrup, burnt sugar and baking spices. The palate reveals a rich 
egg custard in the forefront, quickly followed by a dominant brandy note with wisps of citrus, 
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Plantation Trinidad 1999  Trinidad
The 84 proof spirit from Trinidad opens with aromas of tangerine, buttered toast and 
honeyed vanilla, followed by big praline, whiskey barrel and cognac wood with a rich note 
of rancio. The palate reveals an initial hint of sweet apple and treacle, then toasted coconut, 
orange peel and charred whiskey wood with a well balanced dry finish.

Plantation Original Dark  Trinidad
A blend of Trinidad brown rums matured in young Bourbon casks, presenting initial aromas 
of charred wood and mixed fruit candy leading to dark ripe banana, citrus peel, overripe 
pineapple, a white raisin note and earthiness that keep it well balanced. The palate reveals 
a dried fruit blend with apricot, roasted nuts, clove and wood which remains very smooth 
through mid-palate, then mixed fruit marmalade and big vanilla, with funky wood and well-
toasted wood. The rum remains very smooth and dry through the long finish, with a late 
hint of raisin.

Porfidio Single Barrel Añejo Mexico
a unique presentation features a hand blown glass bottle with a palm tree inside, this rum 
has rich oak flavor and medium smooth finish

Prichards’ Private Stock Tennessee
a rare, mature pot still rum aged more than 10 years in small charred oak barrels delivers 
rich, robust whiskey and maple notes with a medium-dry, long finish

Prichards’ Fine Tennessee
produced in Tennessee from table-grade high quality molasses using classic copper pot stills, 
the rum is filtered through maple charcoal, then sealed in small charred white oak barrels, a 
technique that imparts a sophisticated, rich flavor with echoes of fine whiskey

Plantation Barbados 1995 Barbados
this amber gold reserve is aged in Bourbon barrels for a full flavored, well balanced, long 
lasting finish, featuring a rich aroma and subtle elegance from maturing in old wood

Plantation Barbados 2000  Barbados
Luscious bouquet of big charred white oak, ripe banana, sweet rubber, whiskey barrel, dried 
apricot, citrus peel, slightly buttery, with hints of toffee and Brazil nut. The palate begins 
with egg cream custard, cinnamon, vanilla, butter croissant, dried fruit, leading to a growing 
warmth after the dryness, finishing like a buttery Chardonnay.

Plantation Jamaica 8 Jamaica
A flavorful golden blend with immediate aromas of warm banana and buttery caramel, aged 
eight years in small casks for a rich and satisfying character and a long warm finish.

Plantation Trinidad 1993 Trinidad
Old Reserve 1993 is a light golden rum featuring warm subtle undertones, including hints of 
coconut and citrus with a long lasting finish.

Plantation Guadeloupe 1998 Guadeloupe
An agricole style spirit from Guadeloupe, this 42% abv rum is further aged in casks once 
used for cognac exhibiting aromas of cane, fermented wheat and burnt sugar, before salted 
caramel and a hint of apple cider.  It’s bold and complex palate of warm and sweet notes 
suggests roasted coffee leading to buttery caramel, graham cracker with tropical fruit chutney 
and white raisin before bold butter notes fading to a hint of pepper in the finish.

Plantation Guatemala Gran Añejo  Guatemala
A select solera-aged four year Guatemalan rum aged in Cognac casks for about half a year 
delivers sweet toffee, charred oak, floral perfumes and hints of vanilla, featuring a palate of 
warm dried fruit, cola, raisin and butter toffee, with tones of old oak and cognac cask and a 
mild cinnamon suggestion, which finishes with a long lingering semi-dry warmth.

Plantation Guatemala Old Reserve Single Cask Guatemala
A limited edition single cask expression begins with delicate aromas of warm butter, smoked 
peat, rancio notes, toasted white oak and wispy phyllo dough. The palate begins with butter 
cream, followed by a blossom of warm peaty brandy, slowly fading into cognac cask.

Plantation Guyana 2005  Guyana
At 45%, this select Guyanese wooden pot and column still rum is aged in used cognac casks 
to develop a unique profile featuring earthy tobacco and a rancio note often associated with 
cognac, featuring a big palate of over-rip banana, figs and raisins, while hints of Bourbon and 
sherry linger in a slow, warm finish.

Plantation Guyana 1999 Guyana
Rich, robust tones of musky wooden coffee still anchor the aromas, with apple juice, a slightly 
balsamic raisin, treacle and spice, light molasses, yellow cake and hint of orange peel. The 
taste begins with aged brandy, dried fruit, a light floral note followed by rum balls, old wood, 
bergamot tea and dried apricot fading into a semi-dry long finish.

Plantation 2001 Nicaragua Nicaragua
This 84 proof rum rests in Bourbon barrels before being finished in Cognac casks. Initial 
aromas of vanilla and bitter almonds lead to treacle, brown butter and roasted macadamia. 
The palate begins with a sweet honey note then dries out with a note of anise, lots of 
smoky oak with buttery fruit and cognac leading to spicy notes in the very long dry finish.

Plantation 2003 Grenada  Grenada
At 84 proof, we get very subtle ethanol note brings flowers, leather and grassy cane, with 
dates and subtle white raisin over dark fruit before cedar, muscovado sugar and a hint of 
bitter vanilla. The palate begins with a funky honey mead note, warming up mid-palate with 
mixed fruit, herbs and dry vanilla followed by a dry finish.

Plantation Panama 2002 Panama
From a copper column still and aged ten years in Bourbon casks, this 84 proof spirit offers 
big Bourbon wood, a hint of sea salt, figs and dates before new wood. The palate leads 
with honey, vanilla and earthy raisin overwhelmed by big wood that gets dry and stays dry 
through the long woody finish.
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St. Nicholas Abbey 10 Barbados
a exceptional spirit in a collector’s glass bottle custom engraved with a rendition of the old 
historic property, this light bodied, well aged spirit is a nicely balanced, medium-dry palate 
with toasted nuts and dried fruit leading to a long, warm finish

Samaroli Demerara 1995 Guyana/Scotland
distilled in Guyana and aged in Scotland, this 45% abv spirit presents a rich, expressive spirit 
with layers of tamarind, vanilla, honey, nuts and coffee on the nose and palate

Samaroli Fiji 2001 Fiji/Scotland
a complex, balanced and expressive spirit, Samaroli Fiji Rum was distilled in 2001, but 
matured in Scotland for ten years, developing layers of caramelized fruit, tropical flowers and 
sweet spice on the nose and palate, leading to with hints of banana and coconut on the 
elegant finish

Samaroli Caribbean 2003 Cuba/Scotland
matured in Scotland, a selection of vintage Cuban rums with a smooth, clean, ample and 
powerful profile

Samaroli Yehmon Evolution Caribbean/Scotland
a multi-vintage spirit distilled in the Caribbean and matured in Scotland for a rich and full 
bodied nose of dried fruits, figs, candied apricots and toffee, featuring a palate of sweet 
spices, saffron ripe banana and honey with a bold, warm long finish

Santa Teresa 1796 Antiguo de Solera  Venezuela
with the name referring to the date the hacienda was established and the solera method of 
distillation, this masterful blend of 4 to 35 year old rums offers a complex, perfectly balanced 
body of caramel, slightly smoky and smooth, earning it many top honors

Pusser’s British Navy  British Virgin Isles
Made in old-world wooden stills, a blend of six rums from British territories in the West 
Indies delivers rich, authentic Navy Rum flavor, a characteristic of the Guyanese and 
Trinidadian components.

Pusser’s British Navy 15  British Virgin Isles
Aged a full 15 years in Bourbon barrels, this blend contains a satisfying bouquet of earthy, 
rich molasses and baking spices, buttery notes of oak and Bourbon with more maturity, 
smoother finish and a more complex structure.

Pyrat Cask 1623 Anguilla
Cask is a limited edition, ultra-premium blended of rums aged up to 40 years with the body 
and color of fine cognac presenting rich aroma, viscous texture and long smooth finish.

Pyrat XO Anguilla 
a select blend of 15 year old rums, with a flavor that reflects bright caramel and citrus 
tones, a favorite among new rum drinkers and those that appreciate a flavorful, sweet sipper

Real McCoy 12  Barbados
Authentic Bajan rum profile features aromas of whiskey oak and dried fruits over vanilla 
cake and brown butter. The palate is perfectly balanced initial flavors of dry fig, rich butter 
and raisin, whiskey with tobacco balanced by a citrus note. A impressive warmth builds in the 
mid-palette with a hint of muscovado sugar, then cedar. The fade remains well balanced, long 
and warm with echoes of whiskey and wood.

Real McCoy 5 Barbados
A traditional Bajan style rum leads with aromas of big Bourbon oak, hints of caramel, vanilla 
and toffee, very dry and oaky with a hint of dry green apple and fruit, a touch of baking 
spice. The palate reveals a big Bourbon note, nothing contrived, with some heat on the mid 
and late palate, featuring an aftertaste of oak and vanillin.

RL Seale’s 10 Barbados
The finest aged Barbados rum, rested in oak barrels for at least ten years, featuring a big 
body, wonderfully smooth and well rounded, butternut taste, light vanilla accent, lingering 
hints of roasted almonds.

RL Seale Vintage 1998 Barbados
a light bodied, well aged rum that presents a nearly perfect balance of sweet and dry, with 
toasty oak and dried fruit leading to a medium dry, long, warm finish

Roble Viejo Ultra Anejo Venezuela 
Dark rich rum suggests aromas of Bourbon whiskey and cedar, dark dried fruit, maple and 
brown sugar and bread pudding. On the palate we start with maple syrup and big oak, 
leading to a peppery dry vanilla to balance it into a warm mid-palate, suggesting a rich 
dessert without being sweet or cloying in the long finish.

Ron de Jeremy Panama
A well balanced seven year old rum created by master blender Don Pancho in Panama opens 
with aromas of big Bourbon wood well charred, burnt sugar, baking spices and vanilla. On 
the palate oak and honey are well balanced by dried fruit, baking chocolate and Bourbon 
vanilla with a hint of floral marzipan. This fine rum finishes with a very long big woody 
finish.

Rum Sixty Six Barbados
medium to dark amber color, presenting rich, aromatic nose with raisins, prune and some 
treacle, slight vanilla notes and lots of wood for a big mouth feel, fading to vanilla notes in 
the long dry finish

St. Lucia 1931 St. Lucia
A blend of rums from a Coffey column still and three copper pot still distillates from 1999 
and 2004, bottled at 43% abv, opens with oak and honey, dried fruit and vegetal notes, 
hints of tobacco and dark chocolate, the palate begins surprisingly dry, then evolves to a 
complex bouquet of raisin with tones of oaken vanilla before a hint of roasted nut with a 
long and warm and slightly sweet finish.
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Vieux Labbé Haiti
At 43%, an intriguing blend of Haitian rhums leads with aromas of tropical fruit and 
fruitcake, then graham cracker, sweet wood, caramel, and a hint of pear or green apple 
before wildflower honey. On the palate the initial taste of limousine oak leads to a good 
balance between sweet and dry, offering warm butter cookie, plenty of oak in mid-palate 
with brown butter, fading into a gentle finish with echoes of a wonderful white oak.

Vizcaya VXOP Cask 21  Dominican Republic
RumXP Award Winner distilled from sugar cane, this award-winning Cuban formula rum turns 
heads with its richly luxurious and smooth character, featuring a unique spicy finish

Vizcaya Cask 12 Dominican Republic
distilled from sugar cane, this medium viscosity blend begins with subtle aromas of vanilla, 
cocoa and maple, the palate echoes similar tones with a hint of dry wood followed by a 
lightly warm buttery finish

Westerhall Plantation Grenada
a light colored, very smooth spirit aged at least three years, with surprisingly mature flavor 
and well balanced sweetness followed by a very smooth finish

Wild Geese Premium Caribbean
A blend of flavorful Barbados, Jamaica and Guyana rums aged for up to eight years to 
create a robust and rewarding spirit. A buttery opening is followed by aromas of old wood, 
sponge cake and sage. On the palate, an immediate creamy and buttery note turns woody 
and musty like an old Bourbon barrel, offering vanilla, tropical fruit and vegetal notes. The 
butterscotch finish is semi-dry, fading to a nutty floral almond note.

Santa Teresa Linaje Venezuela
An aspirational expression that blends a gran reserva style base with a good dose of antique 
rum for extra richness -- an homage to the family lineage. A pleasant note of unrepentant 
orange spice precedes hints of old oak, a buttery sherry combination, then cola, with just 
the slightest touch of cinnamon toast. A beautiful sweet and creamy mouthfeel slowly warms 
the palate before dried fruits and spices lead to a finish with hints of cashew that dry out 
pleasantly.

Santa Teresa Selecto  Venezuela
a full-bodied rum aged up to ten years in used whiskey and Bourbon barrels with a medium 
mahogany color, it exudes bold aromas of vanilla and buttery shortbread cookie, dark brown 
sugar and toffee, with a rich palate of vanilla wafer, toasted wood and almond, finishes sweet 
with a medium long lingering warmth

South Bay Small Batch Dominican Republic
The medium amber color of this 80 proof rum is delightful. Initial aromas of creme brûlée, 
ripe banana, muscovado, baking spices and bread pudding lead to a note of old oak above 
creamy vanilla, port wine and sherry. On the palate, buttery apple pie with butter pecan ice 
cream is accented by dried fruit and baking spices for a rich mouthfeel. In mid-palate a hint 
of nuttiness appears before a late warming sensation with notes of dark cacao, drying out in 
the end with lingering echoes of rancio wood, similar to a cognac profile.

Tanduay 1854 Philippines
This fine expression of aged rum offers aromas of big charred Bourbon barrel, earth and 
leather, cooked plantains (banana) and baking spices. On the palate, a smooth creamy, 
buttery entry fades to caramel and dried fruit with mild spices before fading slowly into a 
dry whiskey-like finish.

Tanduay Heritage XO  Philippines
Stunning blend of aged dark rums reveals dark chocolate cherry cordial on the nose, followed 
by subtle lavender under delicate butter cookie, with rich butter and uncharred oak, hints of 
toasted coconut and cinnamon bark. On the palate, it offers an evolving cornucopia of flavors 
starting with toasted coconut, leading to cherry wood, with a sweet honey-like phase that 
turns dry with a flash of pumpkin spice before a long lingering cherry, butter and cognac 
wood note. The more you sip the more it talks to you, featuring one of the longest finishes 
we’ve experienced.

Tanduay Intrigue Chairman’s Reserve Philippines
Delightful coconut butter custard aromas are accented by sandalwood, orange peel and 
fruitcake. On the palate, an initial toasted coconut slowly builds to a surprising dryness 
through evolving cherry and dark wood flavors, offering some baking spices before finishing 
with toasted coconut and warm butter in a long lingering finish.

Tiburon Belize
The shark on the labels suggests an adventurous spirit and Tiburon delivers a tasteful blend 
of rums from Belize aged in Bourbon casks. Initial aromas of butterscotch and grass lead to 
Bourbon oak and a hint of citrus. The initial sweetness on the palate gives way to a warm 
and spicy baked banana bread beneath a heavily charred ethanol note offering a sweet fade 
on the finish.

Thomas Tew Authentic Pot Style Rhode Island
An old-fashioned style American rum delivers big funky pot still aromas, rubber band, nail 
polish remover, hints of funky rancid butter, wildflower honey, then a big Bourbon note 
before a suggestion of brown sugar. The palate reveals floral notes of perfume and flowers 
before big charred Bourbon barrel flavors, with a slightly vegetal, bitter finish.

Trigo Reserva Aneja Puerto Rico
this exceptional blend of light rums aged in oak for at least 12 years offers a unique flavor 
rich with woody, sweet tones and a warm, mild finish

Vieux Labbé Edition Spéciale Haiti
With opening aromas of bourbon barrel, wildflower honey and brown butter cookie, we find 
a hint of rubber, and a suggestion of limousine oak with a trace of fresh apple in this 43% 
blend. A smooth entry on the palate offers a hint of well balanced sweetness, with brown 
sugar, toffee and fruit chutney over baking spices and butter leading to a very dry finish.

Sometimes treasures are found in 
unexpected places.

Unsweetened, uncolored
and only lightly filtered.

Mezan, the untouched rum.

IMPORTED BY NICHE W&S; TEL: 973-993-8450; 
WWW.OURNICHE.COM

connect with Mezan:
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Yolo Gold Panama
This dark amber aged rum offers aromas of charred wood and toffee before a hint of burnt 
sugar balanced by a vegetal sweetness over cigar box. On the palate, cinnamon brûlée leads 
then fades to reveal a cognac-like wet wood into the long dry vanilla finish, well balanced 
between sweet and dry, offering hint of raw cocoa in the aftertaste.

Zacapa Centenario XO  Guatemala
a solera blend of very old rums including a base of 30 year old spirit derived from sugar 
cane honey, aged in used Bourbon, sherry and Spanish wine barrels at an altitude of more 
than 7,500 feet, finally blended and rested again in French oak Cognac barrels

Zacapa Solera 23  Guatemala
consistent winner of many awards, this legendary spirit is aged in oak from 6 to 23 years 
in high mountain warehouses, giving a uniquely smooth and mellow flavor that makes it the 
clear favorite among many rum enthusiasts

Zacapa 15 Guatemala
A solera blend of rums up to 15 years of age derived from sugar cane honey, aged in used 
Bourbon, sherry and wine barrels, finally rested again in French oak barrels with a drier 
finish.

Zafra 21 Master Reserve  Panama
RumXP Award Winner an exceptional blend of aged rums, extremely well balanced with slight 
sweet opening, mild oak, complex tones of dried fruits, brown spices and cola, finishing long 
with medium dryness

Zaya Gran Reserva  Trinidad
Deep mahogany color featuring earthy vanilla, sherry, cigar box and caramel, initial flavors 
of toffee, vanilla and brown sugar leading to a bouquet of dried fruits, oak and bittersweet 
cocoa and finishing medium long, sweet and viscous.

Bacardi 151 Puerto Rico
a classic amber colored over-proof rum used in rum punch, as a floater on potent cocktails 
and flambé drinks

Bruddah Kimio’s Da Bomb Hawaii
a clear, nearly neutral, high powered, award-winning rum that really packs a punch at 155 
proof, rarely available outside of Hawaii

Cockspur 130 Overproof Barbados
A clear, potent 130 proof rum made for mixing offers initial aromas of black pepper, lemon 
peel, tropical fruit wines, ripe pineapple and anise. A small sip on the palate reveals a semi-
dry butter cream mouth feel accented by a touch of wood, followed by some faint tropical 
fruit notes which fade into a note of anise in the finish.

Cruzan 151 US Virgin Islands
A strong, pronounced rum flavor gives richness to tall mixed drinks.

Devil’s Own White Oregon
105.5% (Batch 21) Clear and potent, this white rum offers a muted cane aroma with 
delicate sugar cookie, a touch of butter and white pepper with an aromatic suggestion of 
menthol. On the palate, the entry is surprisingly smooth with a slightly sweet initial cane 
sugar note slowly giving way to a building heat with white pepper tones. The finish is 
relatively long and predictably warm.

Devil’s Own Gold Oregon
54.5% (Batch 3) Bold aromas of butterscotch and white wine lead to French vanilla custard 
and light butter before a hint of cane develops. On the palate, a very brief and warm sweet 
butter cream gives way to the expected heat mid-palate with a wonderfully rich custard in 
the long finish.

IMPORTED BY NICHE W&S, 45 HORSEHILL ROAD, 
CEDAR KNOLLS, NJ 07927; TEL: 973-993-8450; WWW.OURNICHE.COM

connect with Stroh
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Devil’s Own Spiced Oregon
48.4%, (Batch 20) Big aromas of cinnamon toast and cardamom, nutmeg, allspice and apple 
pie moonshine with burnt cinnamon sugar on graham cracker. On the palate, the entry is 
softer than expected with warm apple pie and baking spice that stays sweet until mid-palate, 
revealing fruitcake and a hint of vanilla custard and apple pie in the warm finish.

Devil’s Own Black Spiced Flavored Oregon
59.3% (Batch 22) Deep dark red color reveals aromas of warm apple pie, with a cinnamon 
buttery nut overlay then dark raisin, French vanilla custard, more cinnamon, pecan brittle and 
praline with a hint of maple. On the palate, the surprisingly soft cola nut entry suggests big 
sweet dessert, then warms up to a dark fruit mid-palate revealing baking spices on apple 
pie. The after taste is strong with maple syrup on butter pecan waffle, hinting at dark fruit 
and cola.

Devil’s Own Wicked Rum Oregon
77.75% (Batch 19) Big warm aromas of fresh cane, then lesser notes of Danish butter 
cookie, vanilla sugar on toasted wafer, with an aromatic suggestion of cedar before toasted 
coconut and butterscotch. The big, bold buttery sweet entry leads way to the expected 
blossom of molasses heat in mid-palate which dissipates into a buttery remainder that stays 
long after finish.

Gosling’s Black Seal 151 Bermuda
with a signature deep, rich flavor and a high-powered kick, this overproof delivers tropical 
tones and heat to cocktails

Holey Dollar Rum Overproof Australia
bottled at 115 proof, a reference to the British Navy’s test of rum strength (proof) the 
Holey Dollar Gold Coin is a potent blend of pot still high ester aged rums presenting big 
aromas of hot molasses with hints of bourbon and spice, featuring a very warm palate of 
butterscotch and candied fruit with a hint of anise, followed by a very long warm semi-dry 
finish

Holey Dollar Rum Cask Strength Australia
bottled at 75.9% abv, (cask strength) the Holey Dollar Platinum Coin presents puissant 
aromas of charred oak, raisins, toasted almonds, over-ripe banana and cocoa, featuring a bold 
mouth feel semi-dry palate of big wood, dried apricots and figs, cream soda and pepper, 
finishing very long, very warm and very dry

Jack Iron Overproof Granada
light amber color and bright spicy notes deliver big mouth feel with strong 140 proof liquid 
for punches and cocktails

Lemon Hart 151 (Canada vintage) Guyana
The classic dark overproof rum no longer available in the USA opens with aromas of cherry 
cola and dark fruit stew, molasses and caramelized muscovado sugar, hints of sherry, raisin 
and black currant, a balsamic note, birch bark, and dark roasted coffee. On the palate, 
it’s warm, not hot with initial cola, birch, and sweet black fruit, drying out as expected. 
Surprisingly rich flavors overwhelm initial heat which builds big warmth in mid-palate, before 
revealing a long earthy wood note into the fade, before the after taste hints of cherry cola.

Lost Spirits Navy Style Rum  California
This dark and robust 136 proof British Navy style expression with deep mahogany color 
offers aromas of dark ripe fruit with port and chocolate notes up front, followed by burnt 
marshmallow, over-ripe banana and raspberry, a sweet earthiness over treacle, baking spice 
and fresh oak. On the palate, this strapping spirit expands boldly with robust complexity 
while remaining amazing smooth, offering a very long luxurious experience reminiscent of a 
traditional Jamaican or Guyanese produced British Navy rum. A small sip delivers big mouth 
feel, delivering dark candied fruit, creme brûlée and a balsamic note before a big change 
on the mid-palate brings tobacco and dry cedar cigar box over fresh oak and vanilla with 
a suggestion of Bananas Foster dessert before fading very slowly to a rich, warm finish with 
echoes of toasted almonds.

Panama Red  Panama
with a lovely vermilion shade of amber, the rum displays great legs in a tasting glass with 
initial aromas of honey, charred oak, vanilla and dried apricot, on the palette there is a bold 

and bright entry of warm sweetness and spice, accented by oak barrel, a touch of citrus and 
a distinct earthiness followed by an unexpectedly smooth finish with a slow fade

Plantation Original Dark Overproof  Trinidad
a rich and full bodied dark 73% abv overproof rum features big oak nose and vanilla, 
caramel and spice, featuring a robust palate of vanilla, charred oak and baking spices with a 
very long warm finish

Rum-Bar Overproof Jamaica
high ester, clear un-aged rum at 65% abv from an ultra-modern but traditional pot still 
presents a bold nose of subtle cane grass with a hint of citrus, featuring a warm palate of 
big cane, accented with cream soda and pepper, fading slowly with a very long warm finish

Rum Fire White Overproof  Jamaica
a traditional 63% abv pot still high ester overproof clear rum from Hampden Estate, 
fermented and distilled using age-old methods to produce authentic full-flavored aromas of 
butterscotch and cane, featuring a bold and bright palate of big cane on a creamy sweet 
background that lingers long and warm

Smith & Cross Jamaica
A rich and pungent blend of pot still spirits, this overproof rum is an homage to the old 
style Jamaican spirits of yesteryear with equal parts Wedderburn and Plummer, the former 
aged for less than a year, and the latter split between 18 months and 3 years in white oak.

Stroh 80 Austria
Unique in the world of rum, this 160 proof spirit from Austria packs a punch along with 
bold aromas of big buttery pound cake, mixed fruit preserves, more butter, jelly doughnut, 
more butter, black currant and black cherry. A careful sip reveals initial cotton candy and 
butterscotch retreating quickly to a hot mixed fruit butter cake fading in the warm finish 
suggesting an aftertaste of juicy fruit chewing gum.

Sunset Very Strong Rum St. Vincent
With a nose like butterscotch candy, this 169 proof spirit offers a surprisingly powerful 
mouth feel featuring fresh cane -- an exhilarating experience.

Tiki Lover’s Dark  Germany
A superbly rich and dark high proof spirit hearkens to Guyanese and Jamaican rums of 
yesteryear, essential ingredients in classic tiki cocktail recipes. Initial aromas of funky wooden 
pot still with burnt sugar and molasses notes over dark overripe banana and other dried 
fruit, then a fleeting note of fig with no alcohol burn. The palate reveals a big earthy 
mouthfeel, treacle and dark brown sugar, warm bitter chocolate, roast coffee, dark wet wood 
and dried fig before a semi-dry warm finish.

Wray & Nephew Overproof  Jamaica
Far and away the most popular rum sold in Jamaica, this potent 126 proof spirit leads with 
fresh cane and butter cookie, giving rum punches and cocktails a lift.
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Clément XO Martinique
an exquisite blend of the best 4 vintage years of Clément rhum aged at least 25 years in 
both French Limousin and American oak; superbly blended for a refined and elegant finish, 
presented in a tear drop bottle that suggests fine cognac

Clément Cuvée Homere   Martinique
an exquisite blend of 3 vintage years of Clément rhum (1991, 1996, 1999) presented in a 
bold square bottle, featuring a luxurious blend of flavors that are quite satisfying

Clément VSOP Martinique
a classic rhum agricole, the VSOP from Clément is accessible, but reaches for greatness with a 
blend of aged rums that is satisfying and sophisticated

Clément Rhum Terre Caraïbe Martinique
intense, fruity aromas of fresh cut cane grass, featuring a palate of pungent spices and hints 
of vanilla, charred oak and pepper

Clément Premiere Canne Martinique
a premium white rhum agricole produced by the Homere Clément Estate, established in 
1887, using a select variety of pure aromatic Martinique cane crush, this premium spirit 
follows strict guidelines and laws established by the French government, which certifies its 
authenticity

Darboussier Rhum Vieux Agricole Guadeloupe
an exquisitely full-bodied, sweet and strong agricole twelve year blend at 100 proof drinks 
like cognac, presents a rich, viscous texture, warm mouth feel and long, simmering finish

Darboussier Rhum Vieux 1983 Guadeloupe
a vintage blend from 1983, this top rated rhum agricole presents complex chords of rich 
sensuality, deep earth tones and old barrel flavors with a very long warm finish

Depaz Blue Cane Amber Rhum Martinique
distilled from blue cane (one of 12 species from which Martinique rhum agricole can be 
made) harvested from the Depaz estate; distilled in copper column stills, the fresh clear spirit 
is aged two years in charred, white oak barrels then bottled at 90 proof for export to the 
US

Rhum J.M Vintage 1997  Martinique
Distilled from pure sugar cane juice freshly pressed, fermented and distilled in Armagnac style 
stills; aged ten years in oak for a big, cognac-like profile.

Rhum J.M VSOP  Martinique
a rich and smoky blend of 4 and 5 year old rums with a robust character that plays well 
on ice or in a snifter and compliments a good cigar; an excellent example of the blender’s 
art

Rhum J.M Gold Martinique  
a blend of two year old rums with surprisingly rich flavor that makes a great mixer for 
cocktails and ti punch

Rhum J.M Agricole Blanc  Martinique
a clean, sweet rum with hints of tropical fruit and fresh grass, delivered at 100 proof, makes 
an excellent ti punch

Karukera Rhum Vieux Speciale Guadeloupe
a classic agricole-style rhum from Guadeloupe at 42% abv, aged in new oak as well as 
350 liter Cognac barrels opens with big cane grass aromas, burnt sugar, coffee and vanilla, 
featuring a palate of clove, caramel, pepper, ripe banana, roasted nuts, spices, dried fruits, 
vanilla and a hint of roasted coffee, with a very long, very warm semi-sweet finish

La Favorite Rhum Agricole Vieux Martinique
blended from stocks of rhums aged at least three years; aging the heart of the rhum in 
used American whiskey and bourbon barrels imparts a dark brown color that reflects a deep 
reddish hue

La Favorite Blanc Coeur de Canne Martinique
the fresh smooth aroma is accented by tropical florals, the body is rich in citrus and pear 
notes followed by citrus and fresh sugar cane juice in the finish

La Mauny Elevé Sous Bois Martinique
aged in oak for 18 months, this traditional agricole presents a medium amber copper color 
with golden highlights, offering fresh cane, burnt brown sugar, baking spice and charred 
wood, with a well rounded mouth feel, featuring a palate of grassy vegetal tones with oak, 
brown sugar, sweet toffee and dried ripe fruits, leading to a very warm semi-dry finish

Neisson Rhum Réserve Spéciale Martinique
the premium rhum from Neisson, the Réserve Spéciale is a blend of rhums aged up to ten 
years in French and American oak barrels in the distillery’s aging warehouse

Neisson Rhum Agricole Blanc Martinique
freshly-harvested sugar cane dominates the aroma and carries through the body highlighted 
with liberal citrus, fruit and floral notes with a clean finish

R. St. Barth Chic St. Barthélémy
A full flavored amber rum presents aromas of rose petal, subtle lavender and sherry wood 
before hints of cherry, cola nut, chocolate fudge, brandy wood and dried orange peel. On the 
palate, the rose petal note persists, initially with lavender and orange peel before fading into 
cherry blossom. The expected sweetness never arrives, staying very dry into the warm finish 
with toasted cocoa bean and dried cherries over a hint of Oloroso sherry wood.

R. St. Barth Cool  St. Barthélémy
A unique profile for a luxury white rum, opens with warm fresh bread and green cane, green 
bell pepper, herbal notes and thin sweetness on the nose. The palate delivers cane and green 
grass, leading to fresh vegetal notes followed by black pepper, with a mildly bitter root finish.

Saint Aubin Blanc Mauritius
a clear rhum agricole at 100 proof with sweet and grassy cane flavor produced in copper 
pot stills in Mauritius

Saint James Hors d’Age Martinique
a blend of the oldest and finest aged rhums at 86 proof, matured in small oak casks, 
distilled from sugar cane juice

Saint James Extra Old Martinique
a blend of aged rhums, matured in oak casks, distilled from sugar cane juice on a small 
plantation since 1765
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Spiced and Flavored RumCachaça

Agua Luca Brazil
distilled five times, it can be enjoyed on the rocks or in a cocktail for a premium cachaça 
experience

Beleza Pura Brazil
a rich bouquet of fresh cut sugarcane, wild flowers, cucumber, white pepper and citrus notes

Cabana Brazil
two small-batch distillations of the fermented natural cane juice in pot stills gives a clean, 
bright flavor and very smooth finish

Cuca Fresca Brazil
with a distinctive taste of cane and a traditional signature cachaça flavor, makes a great 
caipirinha

Leblon Brazil
distilled in Brazil and aged in French oak for six months, this premium cachaça offers a 
buttery smooth palate which mixes well with fresh fruit juices

Moleca Brazil
available in white and gold varieties, premium cane juice and modern distillation methods 
produce an exceptional flavor and fine finish

Novo Fogo Silver  Brazil
This organic cane spirit rested one year in steel vats is crystal clear. Initial aromas of fresh 
bread dough, grassy cane and faint citrus are followed by light banana. On the palate a 
buttery rich entry leads to green apple and a grassy vegetal note before light pepper and 
sea salt. The short dry finish is vegetal pepper and cane.

Novo Fogo Barrel Aged  Brazil
Small oak barrels give this organic two year aged spirit aromas of light honey and fresh 
cane, then subtle banana nut bread, followed by faint hints of vanilla and baking spices. On 
the palate, a creamy entry is followed by banana nut bread with a heat building up mid-
palate which fades into light oak and vanilla.

Poesia  Brazil
an authentic artisanal cachaça from Minas Gerais, distilled in copper pot stills, rested in 
neutral wooden barrels, presenting big crisp clean cane flavor, some sweetness and a warm 
finish

Sagatiba Pura Brazil
bright, clean grassy notes dominate this traditional spirit distilled up to five times

Sagatiba Velha Brazil
straw colored, light-bodied spirit brings a bit of exotic wood flavor to the classic spicy flavor 
profile

Admiral Nelson Coconut Virgin Islands
Like a day at the beach, this clear rum leads with aromas of tropical coconut tanning lotion, 
coconut husk and baked macaroon. A slightly sweet palate offers rich coconut flavor that 
becomes semi-dry in the mid-palate.

Admiral Nelson Vanilla Virgin Islands
Without apologies, this clear rum brings creamy vanilla to cocktails. Aromas of big vanilla 
and butterscotch candy dominate the nose. On the palate, a relatively soft entry of vanilla, 
leads to butterscotch candy at mid-palate before the creamy mouth feel finish. Noticeably soft 
at 70 proof.

Arehucas Ron Miel Spain
at 20% abv, this luscious and viscous honey flavored rum liqueur from the Canary Islands 
offers hints of citrus and brandied cherry that balance the bold honey flavors nicely, with 
virtually no alcohol notes

Bacardi Oakheart  Puerto Rico
A delicious combination of white and gold rums produce medium golden amber spirit 
blended with select flavors and spices like maple, cinnamon, nutmeg, honey, vanilla and 
caramel. At 70 proof, the slightly peppery nose brings smoky sweet dried fruits and citrus, 
rich creamy butterscotch, vanilla and spice. Bright flavors of maple and honey over warm 
baking spices lead to a creamy vanilla custard, finishing with a sweetly peppered, smooth 
bouquet.

Bacardi Pineapple Fusion Puerto Rico
A fusion of pineapple and coconut rums offers tropical aromas of pineapple grilled in butter 
over fresh coconut and vanilla. On the palate a subtle sweetness of piña colada fades to a 
semi-dry mid-palate dominated by pineapple.
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Bayou Satsuma (orange) Louisiana
Based on the town of Satsuma, Louisana’s Mandarin orange imported from Japan, the nose 
is bright with tangerine candy and candied orange peel. The palate is true to the nose, 
without the expected sweetness, lead by orange peel oil that mellows into tangerine with a 
persistence that runs through the medium long finish.

Bayou Spiced  Louisiana
This delightful spiced rum presents aromas of praline fudge, vanilla custard, creme brûlée 
(burnt sugar) and orange peel. On the palate, honey quickly gives way to rapid fire change 
in tastes through vanilla, cherry, burnt orange, fruitcake topped with praline fudge. The finish 
fades with echoes of baking spices.

Black Roberts Florida
this accessible blend features vanilla and almond flavors, spiced up with cinnamon and 
nutmeg for a well balanced sultry and satisfying Caribbean experience

Blackbeard  Puerto Rico
a rich dark amber color with warm rum base presents vanilla and baking spices in a 
satisfying blend

Blackheart  US Virgin Islands
This 93 proof perfectly balanced spiced rum delivers exotic flavors of pumpkin pie, warm 
apple fritter and exotic tea with baking spices and caramel before a quick warm finish.

Blackwell Black Gold Special Reserve  Jamaica
Chris Blackwell first brought Reggae music to the world, now his authentic rich flavored 
Jamaican rum delivers warm elements of full-bodied spirit infused with tropical fruit flavors

Bohemio Honey Rum Panama
with base of eight year old rum, this delicious 20% abv blend offers a stunning nose of 
fresh wild honey, vanilla and floral notes, featuring a palate of authentic honey tones with 
hints of tasted almond that is not cloyingly sweet, leading to a mild finish

Blue Chair Bay Coconut  Barbados
Pleasant aromas of coconut are followed by faint citrus peel and a hint of vanilla. On the 
palate coconut candy leads to coconut butter cream frosting on white cake.

Blue Chair Bay Coconut Spiced  Barbados
An interesting bouquet of tropical aromas begins with nutmeg, cinnamon, cardamom and 
allspice accented with pleasant coconut cream. On the palate it’s cinnamon and cardamom 
first before coconut begins to dominate.

Brinley Gold Shipwreck St. Kitts
a rich Guyanese rum base of four year old spirit is complimented with flavors of orange, 
vanilla, nutmeg, clove and tropical spices with a hint of coffee in the finish

Captain Morgan Spiced US Virgin Islands
the undisputed leader in the spice rum category leads with vanilla and baking spices for a 
spirit that mixes well with cola

Captain Morgan 100 US Virgin Islands
with an added kick of 100 proof, this more powerful version of the classic brings more 
spirited spiciness to cocktails

Captain Morgan Black Spiced US Virgin Islands
a dark rich flavored and rum offers aromas of molasses, vanilla and baking spices, makes a 
good float on top of tropical cocktails

Captain Morgan 1671 Commemorative Blend US Virgin Islands
A unique dark profile suggests root beer/cola, chocolate cherry, vanilla, sassafras, with a hint 
of anise. On the palate, orange chocolate and cola lead to dark dried fruit, cacao, vanilla and 
raisin with a mild sweetness that remains into the short finish.

Castaway Spiced Michigan
Delightful vanilla eggnog and holiday spices, cinnamon oil, cardamom and nutmeg, walnut 
butter, pepper and baked croissant. A bitter initial taste blossoms into a sweeter cinnamon, 
cardamom, clove note with a long, semi-bitter nutmeg finish.

Castries Peanut Rum Cream  St. Lucia
a smooth and tantalizing peanut rum cream that artfully blends premium roasted peanuts 
with brown spices, vanilla from Madagascar and St. Lucian rum

Cayrum Dominican Republic
light straw color begins with bright aromas of honey and ginger, leading to the same flavors 
on the palate with a short finish

Chairman’s Reserve Spiced  St. Lucia
a delightful blend of good rum and cinnamon, allspice, clove, nutmeg, vanilla, coconut and 
citrus spices that suggest tropical desserts

Charbay Tahitian Vanilla Bean Rum California
made from a blend of Hawaiian and Caribbean cane sugar syrups, infused with a unique 
extraction of Tahitian vanilla beans in a rare copper alambic charentais pot still by master 
distillers Miles and Marko Karakasevic at the Still On The Hill

Clément Créole Shrubb  Martinique
a tradition in the French Antilles, this orange flavored rhum agricole makes a great addition 
to tropical cocktails or can be enjoyed neat in a snifter after dinner

CocoMania Jamaica
an 80 proof coconut rum with strong tropical flavor, not too sweet
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Dzama Vieux Vanilla 10 Year Madagascar
Rich, well aged rum with real Bourbon vanilla bean presents a pleasant caramel and vanilla 
nose with hints of baking spices and a burnt sugar element along with creme brûlée, lemon 
butter cookie with a slightly astringent quality to the bourbon vanilla note. On the palate, an 
initial feel of dry roasted pecan leads to semi-sweet vanilla wafer, leading to rich aged nutty 
wood in the mid-palate followed by a sherry note as it fades slowly.

Dzama Vanilla Ambré  Madagascar
a superb expression of Madagascar rhum and vanilla, this award-winning flavored spirit 
delivers quality rum and first class vanilla in abundance with subtle hints of marshmallow 
and coffee, featuring a palate of bright vanilla, peppered butterscotch and warm peanut 
brittle, finishing sweet and long

Dzama Vanilla 3 Year  Madagascar
at 43% abv, this aged spirit is infused with real Madagascar vanilla beans, delivering a warm 
and comforting sensation in the mouth, initial aromas of vanilla and butterscotch prevail, 
followed by subtle hints of burnt coffee, featuring a palate of dark roasted coffee, vanilla, ripe 
banana, pineapple and shortbread cookie, leading to a very warm medium long finish

Edward “Gunpowder” England Spiced Rum  Mauritius
In a vessel that is reminiscent of the glory days of British naval dominance of the seas, 
this spiced rum from Mauritius opens with aromas of sweet vanilla on banana, cream soda, 
peppery nutmeg and cardamom followed by a dry Galiano note. The palate opens with a big 
warm vanilla and cinnamon splash before drying into cardamom and baking spices over a 
rum base that deserves to be 46%, leading to big warmth in the aftertaste as cream soda 
without any sweetness dominates the pleasantly long and warm finish.

El Dorado Golden Rum Cream Liqueur Guyana
creamy, delicious blend of cream and rum, perfect to end a fine meal or to be enjoyed alone 
as a unique treat

Coruba Coconut Jamaica
handcrafted white Jamaican rum with clean and fresh coconut flavor accented with all-natural 
tropical spices

Coruba Mango Jamaica
pure delightful tropical mango flavor on the nose and equally festive flavor on the palate

Coruba Pineapple Jamaica
a clear rum with delicate notes of buttery grilled pineapple that’s not overly sweet and no 
artificial taste

Coruba Spiced Jamaica
sweet vanilla leads to an array of buttery and creamy baking spices reminiscent of Christmas 
holiday desserts

Crisma Caribbean Cream Liqueur Barbados
a delicate flavored cream rum liqueur from RL Seale’s Foursquare distillery in Barbados

Cruzan 9 Spiced US Virgin Islands
an 80 proof spirit delivers a unique bouquet of vanilla, sweet caramel and dried spice 
aromas, with a blend of vanilla, nutmeg, cinnamon, ginger, cloves, mace, allspice, pepper, 
juniper berry over toasted wood notes with an intense finish that is slightly dry

Cruzan Rum Cream  US Virgin Islands
a delightful rum cream presented at 52 proof can be enjoyed straight, on the rocks or as a 
creamy addition to cocktails

Cruzan Mango US Virgin Islands
with the flavor of fresh mangoes, adds tropical tones to any cocktail or punch

Cruzan Pineapple US Virgin Islands
pineapple flavor brings authentic taste to piña colada and other tropical drinks

Cruzan Guava US Virgin Islands
with the sweet smell of guava, this flavored rum is a welcome addition to punches or other 
exotic concoctions

Deadhead Spiced Mexico
From Veracruz, a six year old rum that rests in barrels of cognac, whiskey, sherry, Bordeaux, 
port and rojas for rich complexity. Aromas of Pinot and white raisin led to creamy vanilla, 
cola nut and kiwi. On the palate, a hint of cinnamon and allspice is followed by white raisin 
and a complex mix of dark ripe fruit before finishing with a semi-dry note of anise.

Debonaire Honey Rum  Panama
This golden spirit leads with authentic honey aromas, orange blossoms and a hint of 
buckwheat and mead. On the palate, a light and uncloying, perfectly balanced honey note 
remains surprisingly neutral with a little cane sweetness at the end as the honey fades.

DonQ Coco  Puerto Rico
fresh, well balanced all-natural essential flavor and extraction of real coconut with a mellow 
white rum base

DonQ Limon Puerto Rico
light rum and real lime infusion delivers bright citrus tones to cocktails

DonQ Mojito Puerto Rico
bright tones of lime and mint dominate this ready to enjoy blend of Puerto Rican rum and 
natural flavors

DonQ Pasion  Puerto Rico
infused with real passion fruit, a light citrus note follows with creamy buttery notes

Downslope Spiced Colorado
pleasant spicy notes on top of citrus give this spirit a nice bouquet
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Koloa Spiced  Hawaii
a medium bodied spirit featuring a delightful aromatic bouquet of clove, cinnamon and 
allspice, this unique spice liqueur offers a palate of clove and baking spices, ginger snap 
cookie, molasses and a hint of citrus

Kraken   Trinidad
at 94 proof, this dark (squid ink), rich flavored rum plays on the classic science fiction theme 
with eleven spices and tropical fruit notes

Kwéyól St. Lucia
creole spices and a vanilla bean in the bottle suggest an old family recipe of warm spices 
and mellow flavors

Lamb’s Spiced Caribbean  
this blend of Caribbean rums with vanilla, cinnamon and lime can be enjoyed on the rocks, 
mixed in ginger beer or added to cocktails

The Lash  Trinidad
a rich and dark base of four year old rum from Trinidad compliments this unique and bold 
infusion of cinnamon, clove, allspice, nutmeg, vanilla and tropical spices

Le Grenade Liqueur Grenada
A sumptuous and complex bouquet of allspice and orange peel, accented with nutmeg and 
mace, cardamom and ginger leads to a subtle hint of honey and fresh cane, a berry note 
reminiscent of guavaberry, followed by a wisp of bubblegum. The palate leads with bitter 
orange peel balanced by honey, creamy vanilla and basket full of island spices accented with 
bright ginger, delivering a luscious light tasting tropical profile, well balanced.

Lola Belle Cherry Rum Caribbean
There’s no holding back the cherry notes on the nose, accented with a hint of orange peel. 
On the palate, authentic cherry leads to a surprising amount of heat in mid-palate from the 
young rum base. The finish delivers a dark brandied cherry note as it fades.

Madras Punch Shrubb Guadeloupe  
rich flavors of orange citrus and mild spice, reminiscent of an old family recipe infused with 
orange peel

Marigot Bay Banana Cream Liqueur St. Lucia
with vibrant yellow color, this 14% abv rum liqueur opens with rich ripe banana and hints 
of nut with tropical spice on the nose, featuring a luxurious creamy mouth feel, a palate of 
ripe banana with a wonderfully rich dessert-like note of subtle nuttiness

Montecristo Spiced Rum Guatemala
with a taste that suggests a holiday celebration, this fine rum offers a blend of spices and 
flavors that can turn eggnog or rum punch into a work of art

Morgan’s Spiced Jamaica
a golden pot stilled Jamaican spirit, aged in Scotland, that leads with cassia and vanilla

Pango Rhum Haiti
With a base of aged Barbancourt rum, a little pineapple, mango and a secret spice, this 
tropical bouquet of flavors is nice on the rocks, even better in punch.

Pink Pigeon Original Mauritius
This flavored rum enjoys a fine base of aged spirit, delivering aromas of big Bourbon vanilla 
with hints of spearmint, grass and nutmeg. Initial taste of cotton candy leads to nutmeg, 
vague fruitiness in the mid-palate, then cough syrup before the long Bourbon vanilla finish.

Prichards’ Sweet Georgia Belle  Tennessee
An award-winning fine rum liqueur with tropical flavors of peach and mango over a pleasant 
rum base offers a delightful tropical bouquet.

Elements 8 Spiced  St. Lucia
quality pot and column still rum base compliments a blend of ten spices with honey and 
star anise leading into bright ginger and baking spices

Flor de Caña Limon Nicaragua
a bright, natural lime flavor in a rum aged four years makes a great addition to mojitos and 
other topical cocktails

Foursquare Spiced Rum Barbados
a splendid spiced blend with a dry palate made with aged rum that brings tropical flavors 
to cocktails, as well as playing nice on the rocks

Guajiro Honey Rum Canary Islands
The Canary Islands are known for honey rums. Aromas of fresh honey and bright tangerine 
are accented by flower blossoms. On the palate, warm honey is balanced by tart citrus and 
orange blossom with a surprisingly light and neutral finish.

Guavaberry Island Folk Liqueur Sint Maarten
brilliant rubine red color with rich viscosity opens with rosewater perfume, wild berries, warm 
vegetal tones and fruit candy notes, featuring a palate of piquant berry, big floral bouquet 
and candied fruit, leading to a semi-dry finish suggesting damiana tea

Guavaberry Old Oranjestad Orange Rum Liqueur Sint Maarten
a bold nose of sharp tangerine and mandarin orange peel, this liqueur is infused in a warm 
flavorful rum base, offering a palate of balanced sweetness and bright tang (tangerine) notes, 
creamy orange sherbet and a hint of guavaberry

Guavaberry Old Sint Maarten Spice Liqueur Sint Maarten
a medium bodied spirit featuring a delightful aromatic bouquet of clove, cinnamon and 
allspice, this unique spice liqueur offers a palate of clove and baking spices, ginger snap 
cookie, molasses and a hint of citrus

Hacienda Saruro Diplomatico Rum Liqueur Venezuela
an exquisite blend of aged heavy pot still rums blended with a touch of sweetness to 
produce a heavenly nectar featuring an aromatic and appealing dry fruit flavor with vanilla 
hints that provides a long lingering aftertaste

Hispañiola Mamajuana Dominican Republic
a traditional spiced recipe from the Dominican Republic features a blend of exotic seeds, 
roots, leaves, barks, woody herbs and spices infused with local rum for a potent spirit elixir 
said to contain aphrodisiac qualities

Izapa Chocolate Rum  Mexico
This delicious 76 proof spirit leads with aromas of vanilla and cocoa, a touch of cola and 
orange peel. On the palate, a creamy smooth entry delivers semi-sweet chocolate and roasted 
coffee notes with a bit of warmth mid-palate before fading semi-dry with echoes of mocha.

Kalani Ron con Coco Mexico
At 30% this flavored rum liqueur opens with aromas of toasty sweet creamy coconut, 
accented by a high aromatic reminiscent of pepper. The viscous oily mouthfeel opens with 
coconut candy, and a hint of cocoa.

Kalembé Mamajuana Dominican Republic
a complex infusion of tropical barks, roots, leaves, seeds and spices from age-old recipe with 
tobacco, clove and honey tones at 60 proof

Kilo Kai Spiced Rum Curaçao
pleasant spices and flavors which include vanilla and cherry cola, citrus, cinnamon, nutmeg, 
anise, caramel and banana are well balanced and not too sweet

Koloa Coconut  Hawaii
This fine 40 proof flavored rum begins with a pleasant coconut fragrance and a hint of 
lavender, followed by coconut husk. On the palate a brief initial sweetness gives way to a 
quick warmth that rises and falls just as fast, followed by toasted coconut. Delightful from 
start to finish.
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Siesta Key Toasted Coconut Florida
Well crafted rum base opens with aromas of fresh baked coconut macaroon and a hint of 
almond over a good dose of vanilla. On the palate, creamy vanilla and butter cookie give 
way to the big toasted coconut notes, lasting well into the medium long finish.

Siesta Key Spice  Florida
Aged rum with a comforting blend of baking spices delivers wonderful tones of holiday cheer.

Spiced Jack No 94 Maine
the story of a secret recipe of old island rum and spices at 94 proof is the basis for this 
sweet blend featuring smooth vanilla, a touch of star anise for balance and subtle hints of 
baking spices

Stolen Coffee & Cigarettes Caribbean
A blend of Caribbean rums with distinct aromas of tobacco (like an unlit cigarette) and BBQ 
mesquite chips with a balanced sweet vinegar and liquid smoke followed by Kona coffee. On 
the palate, a burst of chicory, coffee, sweet mesquite, spicy cayenne, then ashes of a burnt 
stave hanging on the mid-palate followed by vegetal pepper. The ash remains on the palate 
for a long finish.

John D. Taylor’s Velvet Falernum Barbados
A classic spiced Caribbean syrup liqueur created in Barbados in 1890, features tropical lime, 
almond and clove flavors at 23 proof.

Trader Vic’s Spiced Rum US Virgin Islands
a vanilla flavored rum liqueur at 35% abv, it blends well with cola and fruit juices to make 
tropical cocktails

VooDoo Spiced US Virgin Islands
infused with Madagascar vanilla and a blend of clove and cinnamon, this spirit finishes warm 
and mixes well with cola and ginger ale

Whaler’s Vanille Kentucky
a triple distilled white rum with rich vanilla flavor

Wicked Dolphin Coconut Florida
The nose offers rich baker’s coconut, fresh cracked coconut meat, slightly oily and bright, 
delicious. On the palate, the brief vanilla intro leads to bold fresh coconut macaroon that 
persists into the medium long finish.

Wicked Dolphin Spiced Florida
An aged gold rum leads with aromas of fresh citrus and baking spice, accented by bitter 
orange peel and a plethora of spices like anise, cardamom, nutmeg, cinnamon and allspice. 
On the palate, this well aged dry rum base opens with bright orange over a bouquet warm 
spices, without the expected sweetness, to deliver a great mixer for cocktails that deserve 
tropical rum flavor.

Prichards’ Spiced Tennessee
The nose opens with plenty of nutmeg and cloves, cinnamon and pumpkin pie spices followed 
by vanilla, almonds and allspice. The palate is not sweet, but quite dry, delivering warm tones 
of holiday baking spices and a touch of anise over a bit of vanilla.

Prichards’ Key Lime Tennessee
With a light straw color that is almost a shade of green, we get aromas of Persian lime zest 
over a touch of creamy vanilla. The palate offers a delicious lime flavor, not overpowering 
above the neutral rum base, perfectly balanced between sweet and tart.

Prichards’ Cranberry Tennessee
made with pure Ocean Spray cranberry juice and refined rum bottled at 70 proof makes a 
fine drink on ice, mixed with lime or used in cocktails

RedRum  US Virgin Islands
a light rum infused with natural mango, pineapple, coconut, and cherry flavors

Ron de Jeremy Spiced Panama
A delightful blend from master blender Don Pancho, this expression begins with big vanilla 
aromas, accented with nutmeg, cardamom, allspice, cinnamon, cherry, cola, whiskey oak and 
pecan. The palate concurs with vanilla custard, baking spice, bread pudding ending with a 
bouquet of dried fruit.

Rum-Bar Premium Rum Cream Liqueur Jamaica
A rich and delicious Jamaican pot still blend at 34 proof presents rich heavy cream dairy 
aromas and floral notes and a hint of coconut, featuring a palate of rum flavored ice cream 
with hints of cocoa, coconut and molasses followed by a warm, creamy finish.

RumChata  Wisconsin
A delicious cream and rum concoction, RumChata reveals aromas of cinnamon toast crunch 
cereal, followed by perfumed almond, rice, toasted coconut, marzipan and egg cream. A silky 
smooth palate reveals creamy, buttery orgeat, marzipan, cinnamon, tres leches cake and 
sweetened condensed milk.

Sailor Jerry US Virgin Islands
a deep reddish amber color and slightly dry baking spice blend give this 92 proof spirit a 
great reputation among tropical cocktail enthusiasts

Santa Teresa Araku Ron Y Coffee Liqueur   Venezuela
rich roasted coffee flavor, balanced with just the right sweetness makes this award winning 
liqueur stand out when enjoyed straight, on the rocks or mixed in a cocktail

Santa Teresa Rhum Orange Liqueur  Venezuela
with a distinct orange flavor and aged rums, this notable liqueur takes the prize at many 
competitions, offering a brandy like consistency for after-dinner enjoyment

Selvarey Cacao  Panama
A sublime aged rum with delicious notes of cocoa in perfect balance, developed by master 
blender Don Pancho in Panama. Initial aromas of milk chocolate and egg cream, fudge, 
banana, and vanilla permeate the senses. On the palate, it’s surprisingly dry in a pleasant 
way, with rich chocolate notes on top of fine aged rum, with a hint of fudge on the mid 
palate, followed by cherry. This 70 proof rum is extremely smooth, remaining semi-dry and 
well balanced through the finish. Absolutely marvelous.

Seven Tiki  Fiji
Aromas of tropical sugarcane, vanilla, banana and orange peel are blended subtly into this 
medium-dry spicy spirit which goes well with many mixers to create fine cocktails.

Shellback Spiced  Barbados
A golden spiced rum leads with warm notes of vanilla, cinnamon, licorice and butterscotch. 
On the palate, a mild sweet creamy start leads quickly through warm lingering cinnamon 
into a dry vanilla finish.
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